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Transistor Regions of OperationTransistor Regions of Operation

The DC supply is provided for the operation of a transistor. This DC supply is given to the twoThe DC supply is provided for the operation of a transistor. This DC supply is given to the two
PN junctions of a transistor which influences the actions of majority carriers in these emitter andPN junctions of a transistor which influences the actions of majority carriers in these emitter and
collector junctions.collector junctions.

The junctions are forward biased and reverse biased based on our requirement. The junctions are forward biased and reverse biased based on our requirement. ForwardForward
biasedbiased is the condition where a positive voltage is applied to the p-type and negative voltage is is the condition where a positive voltage is applied to the p-type and negative voltage is
applied to the n-type material. applied to the n-type material. Reverse biasedReverse biased is the condition where a positive voltage is is the condition where a positive voltage is
applied to the n-type and negative voltage is applied to the p-type material.applied to the n-type and negative voltage is applied to the p-type material.

Transistor BiasingTransistor Biasing

The supply of suitable external dc voltage is called as The supply of suitable external dc voltage is called as biasingbiasing. Either forward or reverse biasing. Either forward or reverse biasing
is done to the emitter and collector junctions of the transistor.is done to the emitter and collector junctions of the transistor.

These biasing methods make the transistor circuit to work in four kinds of regions such asThese biasing methods make the transistor circuit to work in four kinds of regions such as
Active region, Saturation region, Cutoff regionActive region, Saturation region, Cutoff region and  and Inverse active regionInverse active region (seldom used). (seldom used).
This is understood by having a look at the following table.This is understood by having a look at the following table.

Emitter JunctionEmitter Junction Collector JunctionCollector Junction Region of OperationRegion of Operation

Forward biasedForward biased Forward biasedForward biased Saturation regionSaturation region

Forward biasedForward biased Reverse biasedReverse biased Active regionActive region

Reverse biasedReverse biased Forward biasedForward biased Inverse active regionInverse active region

Reverse biasedReverse biased Reverse biasedReverse biased Cut off regionCut off region

Among these regions, Inverse active region, which is just the inverse of active region, is notAmong these regions, Inverse active region, which is just the inverse of active region, is not
suitable for any applications and hence not used.suitable for any applications and hence not used.

Active RegionActive Region

This is the region in which transistors have many applications. This is also called as This is the region in which transistors have many applications. This is also called as linearlinear
regionregion. A transistor while in this region, acts better as an . A transistor while in this region, acts better as an AmplifierAmplifier..

The following circuit diagram shows a transistor working in active region.The following circuit diagram shows a transistor working in active region.



This region lies between saturation and cutoff. The transistor operates in active region when theThis region lies between saturation and cutoff. The transistor operates in active region when the
emitter junction is forward biased and collector junction is reverse biased.emitter junction is forward biased and collector junction is reverse biased.

In the active state, collector current is β times the base current, i.e.In the active state, collector current is β times the base current, i.e.

Where IWhere I  = collector current, β = current amplification factor, and I = collector current, β = current amplification factor, and I  = base current. = base current.

Saturation RegionSaturation Region

This is the region in which transistor tends to behave as a closed switch. The transistor has theThis is the region in which transistor tends to behave as a closed switch. The transistor has the
effect of its collector and emitter being shorted. The collector and emitter currents are maximumeffect of its collector and emitter being shorted. The collector and emitter currents are maximum
in this mode of operation.in this mode of operation.

The following figure shows a transistor working in saturation region.The following figure shows a transistor working in saturation region.

The transistor operates in saturation region when both the emitter and collector junctions areThe transistor operates in saturation region when both the emitter and collector junctions are
forward biased.forward biased.

In saturation mode,In saturation mode,

As in the saturation region the transistor tends to behave as a closed switch,As in the saturation region the transistor tends to behave as a closed switch,
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Where IWhere I  = collector current and I = collector current and I  = emitter current. = emitter current.

Cutoff RegionCutoff Region

This is the region in which transistor tends to behave as an open switch. The transistor has theThis is the region in which transistor tends to behave as an open switch. The transistor has the
effect of its collector and base being opened. The collector, emitter and base currents are alleffect of its collector and base being opened. The collector, emitter and base currents are all
zero in this mode of operation.zero in this mode of operation.

The figure below shows a transistor working in cutoff region.The figure below shows a transistor working in cutoff region.

The transistor operates in cutoff region when both the emitter and collector junctions are reverseThe transistor operates in cutoff region when both the emitter and collector junctions are reverse
biased.biased.

As in cutoff region, the collector current, emitter current and base currents are nil, we can writeAs in cutoff region, the collector current, emitter current and base currents are nil, we can write
asas

Where IWhere I  = collector current, I = collector current, I  = emitter current, and I = emitter current, and I  = base current. = base current.
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Transistor Load Line AnalysisTransistor Load Line Analysis

Till now we have discussed different regions of operation for a transistor. But among all theseTill now we have discussed different regions of operation for a transistor. But among all these
regions, we have found that the transistor operates well in active region and hence it is alsoregions, we have found that the transistor operates well in active region and hence it is also
called as called as linear regionlinear region. The outputs of the transistor are the collector current and collector. The outputs of the transistor are the collector current and collector
voltages.voltages.

Output CharacteristicsOutput Characteristics

When the output characteristics of a transistor are considered, the curve looks as below forWhen the output characteristics of a transistor are considered, the curve looks as below for
different input values.different input values.

In the above figure, the output characteristics are drawn between collector current In the above figure, the output characteristics are drawn between collector current II  and and
collector voltage collector voltage VV  for different values of base current  for different values of base current II . These are considered here for. These are considered here for
different input values to obtain different output curves.different input values to obtain different output curves.

Load LineLoad Line

When a value for the maximum possible collector current is considered, that point will beWhen a value for the maximum possible collector current is considered, that point will be
present on the Y-axis, which is nothing but the present on the Y-axis, which is nothing but the Saturation pointSaturation point. As well, when a value for the. As well, when a value for the
maximum possible collector emitter voltage is considered, that point will be present on the X-maximum possible collector emitter voltage is considered, that point will be present on the X-
axis, which is the axis, which is the Cutoff pointCutoff point..

When a line is drawn joining these two points, such a line can be called as When a line is drawn joining these two points, such a line can be called as Load lineLoad line. This is. This is
called so as it symbolizes the output at the load. This line, when drawn over the outputcalled so as it symbolizes the output at the load. This line, when drawn over the output
characteristic curve, makes contact at a point called as characteristic curve, makes contact at a point called as Operating pointOperating point or  or quiescent pointquiescent point or or
simply simply Q-pointQ-point..

The concept of load line can be understood from the following graph.The concept of load line can be understood from the following graph.
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The load line is drawn by joining the saturation and cut off points. The region that lies betweenThe load line is drawn by joining the saturation and cut off points. The region that lies between
these two is the these two is the linear regionlinear region. A transistor acts as a good amplifier in this linear region.. A transistor acts as a good amplifier in this linear region.

If this load line is drawn only when DC biasing is given to the transistor, but If this load line is drawn only when DC biasing is given to the transistor, but no inputno input signal is signal is
applied, then such a load line is called as applied, then such a load line is called as DC load lineDC load line. Whereas the load line drawn under the. Whereas the load line drawn under the
conditions when an conditions when an input signalinput signal along with the DC voltages are applied, such a line is called as along with the DC voltages are applied, such a line is called as
an an AC load lineAC load line..

DC Load LineDC Load Line

When the transistor is given the bias and no signal is applied at its input, the load line drawnWhen the transistor is given the bias and no signal is applied at its input, the load line drawn
under such conditions, can be understood as under such conditions, can be understood as DCDC condition. Here there will be no amplification condition. Here there will be no amplification
as the as the signal is absentsignal is absent. The circuit will be as shown below.. The circuit will be as shown below.

The value of collector emitter voltage at any given time will beThe value of collector emitter voltage at any given time will be



As VAs V  and R and R  are fixed values, the above one is a first degree equation and hence will be a are fixed values, the above one is a first degree equation and hence will be a
straight line on the output characteristics. This line is called as straight line on the output characteristics. This line is called as D.C. Load lineD.C. Load line. The figure below. The figure below
shows the DC load line.shows the DC load line.

To obtain the load line, the two end points of the straight line are to be determined. Let thoseTo obtain the load line, the two end points of the straight line are to be determined. Let those
two points be A and B.two points be A and B.

To obtain ATo obtain A

When collector emitter voltage VWhen collector emitter voltage V  = 0, the collector current is maximum and is equal to = 0, the collector current is maximum and is equal to
VV /R/R . This gives the maximum value of V. This gives the maximum value of V . This is shown as. This is shown as

This gives the point A (OA = VThis gives the point A (OA = V /R/R ) on collector current axis, shown in the above figure.) on collector current axis, shown in the above figure.

To obtain BTo obtain B

When the collector current IWhen the collector current I  = 0, then collector emitter voltage is maximum and will be equal to = 0, then collector emitter voltage is maximum and will be equal to
the Vthe V . This gives the maximum value of I. This gives the maximum value of I . This is shown as. This is shown as
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(AS I(AS I  = 0) = 0)

This gives the point B, which means (OB = VThis gives the point B, which means (OB = V ) on the collector emitter voltage axis shown in) on the collector emitter voltage axis shown in
the above figure.the above figure.

Hence we got both the saturation and cutoff point determined and learnt that the load line is aHence we got both the saturation and cutoff point determined and learnt that the load line is a
straight line. So, a DC load line can be drawn.straight line. So, a DC load line can be drawn.

AC Load LineAC Load Line

The DC load line discussed previously, analyzes the variation of collector currents and voltages,The DC load line discussed previously, analyzes the variation of collector currents and voltages,
when no AC voltage is applied. Whereas the AC load line gives the peak-to-peak voltage, or thewhen no AC voltage is applied. Whereas the AC load line gives the peak-to-peak voltage, or the
maximum possible output swing for a given amplifier.maximum possible output swing for a given amplifier.

We shall consider an AC equivalent circuit of a CE amplifier for our understanding.We shall consider an AC equivalent circuit of a CE amplifier for our understanding.

From the above figure,From the above figure,

For a transistor to operate as an amplifier, it should stay in active region. The quiescent point isFor a transistor to operate as an amplifier, it should stay in active region. The quiescent point is
so chosen in such a way that the maximum input signal excursion is symmetrical on bothso chosen in such a way that the maximum input signal excursion is symmetrical on both
negative and positive half cycles.negative and positive half cycles.

Hence,Hence,

 and  and 
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Where VWhere V  is the emitter-collector voltage at quiescent point is the emitter-collector voltage at quiescent point

The following graph represents the AC load line which is drawn between saturation and cut offThe following graph represents the AC load line which is drawn between saturation and cut off
points.points.

From the graph above, the current IC at the saturation point isFrom the graph above, the current IC at the saturation point is

The voltage VThe voltage V  at the cutoff point is at the cutoff point is

Hence the maximum current for that corresponding VHence the maximum current for that corresponding V  = V = V  / (R / (R  // R // R ) is) is

Hence by adding quiescent currents the end points of AC load line areHence by adding quiescent currents the end points of AC load line are

AC and DC Load LineAC and DC Load Line

When AC and DC Load lines are represented in a graph, it can be understood that they are notWhen AC and DC Load lines are represented in a graph, it can be understood that they are not
identical. Both of these lines intersect at the identical. Both of these lines intersect at the Q-pointQ-point or  or quiescent pointquiescent point. The endpoints of AC. The endpoints of AC
load line are saturation and cut off points. This is understood from the figure below.load line are saturation and cut off points. This is understood from the figure below.
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From the above figure, it is understood that the quiescent point (the dark dot) is obtained whenFrom the above figure, it is understood that the quiescent point (the dark dot) is obtained when
the value of base current IB is 10mA. This is the point where both the AC and DC load linesthe value of base current IB is 10mA. This is the point where both the AC and DC load lines
intersect.intersect.

In the next chapter, we will discuss the concept of In the next chapter, we will discuss the concept of quiescent pointquiescent point or the  or the operating pointoperating point in in
detail.detail.



Operating PointOperating Point

When a line is drawn joining the saturation and cut off points, such a line can be called as When a line is drawn joining the saturation and cut off points, such a line can be called as LoadLoad
lineline. This line, when drawn over the output characteristic curve, makes contact at a point called. This line, when drawn over the output characteristic curve, makes contact at a point called
as as Operating pointOperating point..

This operating point is also called as This operating point is also called as quiescent pointquiescent point or simply  or simply Q-pointQ-point. There can be many. There can be many
such intersecting points, but the Q-point is selected in such a way that irrespective of AC signalsuch intersecting points, but the Q-point is selected in such a way that irrespective of AC signal
swing, the transistor remains in the active region.swing, the transistor remains in the active region.

The following graph shows how to represent the operating point.The following graph shows how to represent the operating point.

The operating point should not get disturbed as it should remain stable to achieve faithfulThe operating point should not get disturbed as it should remain stable to achieve faithful
amplification. Hence the quiescent point or Q-point is the value where the amplification. Hence the quiescent point or Q-point is the value where the FaithfulFaithful
AmplificationAmplification is achieved. is achieved.

Faithful AmplificationFaithful Amplification

The process of increasing the signal strength is called as The process of increasing the signal strength is called as AmplificationAmplification. This amplification. This amplification
when done without any loss in the components of the signal, is called as when done without any loss in the components of the signal, is called as Faithful amplificationFaithful amplification..

Faithful amplificationFaithful amplification is the process of obtaining complete portions of input signal by is the process of obtaining complete portions of input signal by
increasing the signal strength. This is done when AC signal is applied at its input.increasing the signal strength. This is done when AC signal is applied at its input.



In the above graph, the input signal applied is completely amplified and reproduced without anyIn the above graph, the input signal applied is completely amplified and reproduced without any
losses. This can be understood as losses. This can be understood as Faithful AmplificationFaithful Amplification..

The operating point is so chosen such that it lies in the The operating point is so chosen such that it lies in the active regionactive region and it helps in the and it helps in the
reproduction of complete signal without any loss.reproduction of complete signal without any loss.

If the operating point is considered near saturation point, then the amplification will be as under.If the operating point is considered near saturation point, then the amplification will be as under.

If the operation point is considered near cut off point, then the amplification will be as under.If the operation point is considered near cut off point, then the amplification will be as under.



Hence the placement of operating point is an important factor to achieve faithful amplification.Hence the placement of operating point is an important factor to achieve faithful amplification.
But for the transistor to function properly as an amplifier, its input circuit (i.e., the base-emitterBut for the transistor to function properly as an amplifier, its input circuit (i.e., the base-emitter
junction) remains forward biased and its output circuit (i.e., collector-base junction) remainsjunction) remains forward biased and its output circuit (i.e., collector-base junction) remains
reverse biased.reverse biased.

The amplified signal thus contains the same information as in the input signal whereas theThe amplified signal thus contains the same information as in the input signal whereas the
strength of the signal is increased.strength of the signal is increased.

Key factors for Faithful AmplificationKey factors for Faithful Amplification

To ensure faithful amplification, the following basic conditions must be satisfied.To ensure faithful amplification, the following basic conditions must be satisfied.

Proper zero signal collector currentProper zero signal collector current

Minimum proper base-emitter voltage (VMinimum proper base-emitter voltage (V ) at any instant.) at any instant.

Minimum proper collector-emitter voltage (VMinimum proper collector-emitter voltage (V ) at any instant.) at any instant.

The fulfillment of these conditions ensures that the transistor works over the active regionThe fulfillment of these conditions ensures that the transistor works over the active region
having input forward biased and output reverse biased.having input forward biased and output reverse biased.

Proper Zero Signal Collector CurrentProper Zero Signal Collector Current

In order to understand this, let us consider a NPN transistor circuit as shown in the figure below.In order to understand this, let us consider a NPN transistor circuit as shown in the figure below.
The base-emitter junction is forward biased and the collector-emitter junction is reverse biased.The base-emitter junction is forward biased and the collector-emitter junction is reverse biased.
When a signal is applied at the input, the base-emitter junction of the NPN transistor getsWhen a signal is applied at the input, the base-emitter junction of the NPN transistor gets
forward biased for positive half cycle of the input and hence it appears at the output.forward biased for positive half cycle of the input and hence it appears at the output.

For negative half cycle, the same junction gets reverse biased and hence the circuit doesn’tFor negative half cycle, the same junction gets reverse biased and hence the circuit doesn’t
conduct. This leads to conduct. This leads to unfaithful amplificationunfaithful amplification as shown in the figure below. as shown in the figure below.
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Let us now introduce a battery VLet us now introduce a battery V  in the base circuit. The magnitude of this voltage should be in the base circuit. The magnitude of this voltage should be
such that the base-emitter junction of the transistor should remain in forward biased, even forsuch that the base-emitter junction of the transistor should remain in forward biased, even for
negative half cycle of input signal. When no input signal is applied, a DC current flows in thenegative half cycle of input signal. When no input signal is applied, a DC current flows in the
circuit, due to Vcircuit, due to V . This is known as . This is known as zero signal collector currentzero signal collector current I I ..

During the positive half cycle of the input, the base-emitter junction is more forward biased andDuring the positive half cycle of the input, the base-emitter junction is more forward biased and
hence the collector current increases. During the negative half cycle of the input, the inputhence the collector current increases. During the negative half cycle of the input, the input
junction is less forward biased and hence the collector current decreases. Hence both thejunction is less forward biased and hence the collector current decreases. Hence both the
cycles of the input appear in the output and hence cycles of the input appear in the output and hence faithful amplificationfaithful amplification results, as shown in results, as shown in
the below figure.the below figure.

Hence for faithful amplification, proper zero signal collector current must flow. The value of zeroHence for faithful amplification, proper zero signal collector current must flow. The value of zero
signal collector current should be at least equal to the maximum collector current due to thesignal collector current should be at least equal to the maximum collector current due to the
signal alone.signal alone.

Proper Minimum VProper Minimum V  at any instant at any instant

The minimum base to emitter voltage VThe minimum base to emitter voltage V  should be greater than the cut-in voltage for the should be greater than the cut-in voltage for the
junction to be forward biased. The minimum voltage needed for a silicon transistor to conduct isjunction to be forward biased. The minimum voltage needed for a silicon transistor to conduct is
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0.7v and for a germanium transistor to conduct is 0.5v. If the base-emitter voltage V0.7v and for a germanium transistor to conduct is 0.5v. If the base-emitter voltage V  is greater is greater
than this voltage, the potential barrier is overcome and hence the base current and collectorthan this voltage, the potential barrier is overcome and hence the base current and collector
currents increase sharply.currents increase sharply.

Hence if VHence if V  falls low for any part of the input signal, that part will be amplified to a lesser extent falls low for any part of the input signal, that part will be amplified to a lesser extent
due to the resultant small collector current, which results in unfaithful amplification.due to the resultant small collector current, which results in unfaithful amplification.

Proper Minimum VProper Minimum V  at any instant at any instant

To achieve a faithful amplification, the collector emitter voltage VTo achieve a faithful amplification, the collector emitter voltage V  should not fall below the cut- should not fall below the cut-
in voltage, which is called as in voltage, which is called as Knee VoltageKnee Voltage. If V. If V  is lesser than the knee voltage, the collector is lesser than the knee voltage, the collector
base junction will not be properly reverse biased. Then the collector cannot attract the electronsbase junction will not be properly reverse biased. Then the collector cannot attract the electrons
which are emitted by the emitter and they will flow towards base which increases the basewhich are emitted by the emitter and they will flow towards base which increases the base
current. Thus the value of β falls.current. Thus the value of β falls.

Therefore, if VTherefore, if V  falls low for any part of the input signal, that part will be multiplied to a lesser falls low for any part of the input signal, that part will be multiplied to a lesser
extent, resulting in unfaithful amplification. So if Vextent, resulting in unfaithful amplification. So if V  is greater than V is greater than V  the collector-base the collector-base
junction is properly reverse biased and the value of β remains constant, resulting in faithfuljunction is properly reverse biased and the value of β remains constant, resulting in faithful
amplification.amplification.
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Transistor as an AmplifierTransistor as an Amplifier

For a transistor to act as an amplifier, it should be properly biased. We will discuss the need forFor a transistor to act as an amplifier, it should be properly biased. We will discuss the need for
proper biasing in the next chapter. Here, let us focus how a transistor works as an amplifier.proper biasing in the next chapter. Here, let us focus how a transistor works as an amplifier.

Transistor AmplifierTransistor Amplifier

A transistor acts as an amplifier by raising the strength of a weak signal. The DC bias voltageA transistor acts as an amplifier by raising the strength of a weak signal. The DC bias voltage
applied to the emitter base junction, makes it remain in forward biased condition. This forwardapplied to the emitter base junction, makes it remain in forward biased condition. This forward
bias is maintained regardless of the polarity of the signal. The below figure shows how abias is maintained regardless of the polarity of the signal. The below figure shows how a
transistor looks like when connected as an amplifier.transistor looks like when connected as an amplifier.

The low resistance in input circuit, lets any small change in input signal to result in anThe low resistance in input circuit, lets any small change in input signal to result in an
appreciable change in the output. The emitter current caused by the input signal contributes theappreciable change in the output. The emitter current caused by the input signal contributes the
collector current, which when flows through the load resistor Rcollector current, which when flows through the load resistor R , results in a large voltage drop, results in a large voltage drop
across it. Thus a small input voltage results in a large output voltage, which shows that theacross it. Thus a small input voltage results in a large output voltage, which shows that the
transistor works as an amplifier.transistor works as an amplifier.

ExampleExample

Let there be a change of 0.1v in the input voltage being applied, which further produces aLet there be a change of 0.1v in the input voltage being applied, which further produces a
change of 1mA in the emitter current. This emitter current will obviously produce a change inchange of 1mA in the emitter current. This emitter current will obviously produce a change in
collector current, which would also be 1mA.collector current, which would also be 1mA.

A load resistance of 5kΩ placed in the collector would produce a voltage ofA load resistance of 5kΩ placed in the collector would produce a voltage of

5 kΩ × 1 mA = 5V5 kΩ × 1 mA = 5V

Hence it is observed that a change of 0.1v in the input gives a change of 5v in the output, whichHence it is observed that a change of 0.1v in the input gives a change of 5v in the output, which
means the voltage level of the signal is amplified.means the voltage level of the signal is amplified.

Performance of AmplifierPerformance of Amplifier
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As the common emitter mode of connection is mostly adopted, let us first understand a fewAs the common emitter mode of connection is mostly adopted, let us first understand a few
important terms with reference to this mode of connection.important terms with reference to this mode of connection.

Input ResistanceInput Resistance

As the input circuit is forward biased, the input resistance will be low. The input resistance is theAs the input circuit is forward biased, the input resistance will be low. The input resistance is the
opposition offered by the base-emitter junction to the signal flow.opposition offered by the base-emitter junction to the signal flow.

By definition, it is the ratio of small change in base-emitter voltage (ΔVBy definition, it is the ratio of small change in base-emitter voltage (ΔV ) to the resulting) to the resulting
change in base current (ΔIchange in base current (ΔI ) at constant collector-emitter voltage.) at constant collector-emitter voltage.

Input resistance, Input resistance, 

Where RWhere R  = input resistance, V = input resistance, V  = base-emitter voltage, and I = base-emitter voltage, and I  = base current. = base current.

Output ResistanceOutput Resistance

The output resistance of a transistor amplifier is very high. The collector current changes veryThe output resistance of a transistor amplifier is very high. The collector current changes very
slightly with the change in collector-emitter voltage.slightly with the change in collector-emitter voltage.

By definition, it is the ratio of change in collector-emitter voltage (ΔVBy definition, it is the ratio of change in collector-emitter voltage (ΔV ) to the resulting change) to the resulting change
in collector current (ΔIin collector current (ΔI ) at constant base current.) at constant base current.

Output resistance = Output resistance = 

Where RWhere R  = Output resistance, V = Output resistance, V  = Collector-emitter voltage, and I = Collector-emitter voltage, and I  = Collector-emitter = Collector-emitter
voltage.voltage.

Effective Collector LoadEffective Collector Load

The load is connected at the collector of a transistor and for a single-stage amplifier, the outputThe load is connected at the collector of a transistor and for a single-stage amplifier, the output
voltage is taken from the collector of the transistor and for a multi-stage amplifier, the same isvoltage is taken from the collector of the transistor and for a multi-stage amplifier, the same is
collected from a cascaded stages of transistor circuit.collected from a cascaded stages of transistor circuit.

By definition, it is the total load as seen by the a.c. collector current. In case of single stageBy definition, it is the total load as seen by the a.c. collector current. In case of single stage
amplifiers, the effective collector load is a parallel combination of Ramplifiers, the effective collector load is a parallel combination of R  and R and R ..

Effective Collector Load, Effective Collector Load, 

Hence for a single stage amplifier, effective load is equal to collector load RHence for a single stage amplifier, effective load is equal to collector load R ..

In a multi-stage amplifier (i.e. having more than one amplification stage), the input resistance RIn a multi-stage amplifier (i.e. having more than one amplification stage), the input resistance R
of the next stage also comes into picture.of the next stage also comes into picture.

Effective collector load becomes parallel combination of REffective collector load becomes parallel combination of R , R, R  and R and R  i.e, i.e,
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Effective Collector Load, Effective Collector Load, 

As input resistance RAs input resistance R  is quite small, therefore effective load is reduced. is quite small, therefore effective load is reduced.

Current GainCurrent Gain

The gain in terms of current when the changes in input and output currents are observed, isThe gain in terms of current when the changes in input and output currents are observed, is
called as called as Current gainCurrent gain. By definition, it is the ratio of change in collector current (ΔI. By definition, it is the ratio of change in collector current (ΔI ) to the) to the
change in base current (ΔIchange in base current (ΔI ).).

Current gain, Current gain, 

The value of β ranges from 20 to 500. The current gain indicates that input current becomes βThe value of β ranges from 20 to 500. The current gain indicates that input current becomes β
times in the collector current.times in the collector current.

Voltage GainVoltage Gain

The gain in terms of voltage when the changes in input and output currents are observed, isThe gain in terms of voltage when the changes in input and output currents are observed, is
called as called as Voltage gainVoltage gain. By definition, it is the ratio of change in output voltage (ΔV. By definition, it is the ratio of change in output voltage (ΔV ) to the) to the
change in input voltage (ΔVchange in input voltage (ΔV ).).

Voltage gain, Voltage gain, 

For a single stage, RFor a single stage, R  = R = R ..

However, for Multistage,However, for Multistage,

Where RWhere R  is the input resistance of the next stage. is the input resistance of the next stage.
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Power GainPower Gain

The gain in terms of power when the changes in input and output currents are observed, isThe gain in terms of power when the changes in input and output currents are observed, is
called as called as Power gainPower gain..

By definition, it is the ratio of output signal power to the input signal power.By definition, it is the ratio of output signal power to the input signal power.

Power gain, Power gain, 

= Current gain × Voltage gain= Current gain × Voltage gain

Hence these are all the important terms which refer the performance of amplifiers.Hence these are all the important terms which refer the performance of amplifiers.
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Transistor BiasingTransistor Biasing

Biasing is the process of providing DC voltage which helps in the functioning of the circuit. ABiasing is the process of providing DC voltage which helps in the functioning of the circuit. A
transistor is based in order to make the emitter base junction forward biased and collector basetransistor is based in order to make the emitter base junction forward biased and collector base
junction reverse biased, so that it maintains in active region, to work as an amplifier.junction reverse biased, so that it maintains in active region, to work as an amplifier.

In the previous chapter, we explained how a transistor acts as a good amplifier, if both the inputIn the previous chapter, we explained how a transistor acts as a good amplifier, if both the input
and output sections are biased.and output sections are biased.

Transistor BiasingTransistor Biasing

The proper flow of zero signal collector current and the maintenance of proper collectoremitterThe proper flow of zero signal collector current and the maintenance of proper collectoremitter
voltage during the passage of signal is known as voltage during the passage of signal is known as Transistor BiasingTransistor Biasing. The circuit which. The circuit which
provides transistor biasing is called as provides transistor biasing is called as Biasing CircuitBiasing Circuit..

Need for DC biasingNeed for DC biasing

If a signal of very small voltage is given to the input of BJT, it cannot be amplified. Because, forIf a signal of very small voltage is given to the input of BJT, it cannot be amplified. Because, for
a BJT, to amplify a signal, two conditions have to be met.a BJT, to amplify a signal, two conditions have to be met.

The input voltage should exceed The input voltage should exceed cut-in voltagecut-in voltage for the transistor to be  for the transistor to be ONON..

The BJT should be in the The BJT should be in the active regionactive region, to be operated as an , to be operated as an amplifieramplifier..

If appropriate DC voltages and currents are given through BJT by external sources, so that BJTIf appropriate DC voltages and currents are given through BJT by external sources, so that BJT
operates in active region and superimpose the AC signals to be amplified, then this problem canoperates in active region and superimpose the AC signals to be amplified, then this problem can
be avoided. The given DC voltage and currents are so chosen that the transistor remains inbe avoided. The given DC voltage and currents are so chosen that the transistor remains in
active region for entire input AC cycle. Hence DC biasing is needed.active region for entire input AC cycle. Hence DC biasing is needed.

The below figure shows a transistor amplifier that is provided with DC biasing on both input andThe below figure shows a transistor amplifier that is provided with DC biasing on both input and
output circuits.output circuits.



For a transistor to be operated as a faithful amplifier, the operating point should be stabilized.For a transistor to be operated as a faithful amplifier, the operating point should be stabilized.
Let us have a look at the factors that affect the stabilization of operating point.Let us have a look at the factors that affect the stabilization of operating point.

Factors affecting the operating pointFactors affecting the operating point

The main factor that affect the operating point is the temperature. The operating point shifts dueThe main factor that affect the operating point is the temperature. The operating point shifts due
to change in temperature.to change in temperature.

As temperature increases, the values of IAs temperature increases, the values of I , β, V, β, V  gets affected. gets affected.

II  gets doubled (for every 10 gets doubled (for every 10  rise) rise)

VV  decreases by 2.5mv (for every 1 decreases by 2.5mv (for every 1  rise) rise)

So the main problem which affects the operating point is temperature. Hence operating pointSo the main problem which affects the operating point is temperature. Hence operating point
should be made independent of the temperature so as to achieve stability. To achieve this,should be made independent of the temperature so as to achieve stability. To achieve this,
biasing circuits are introduced.biasing circuits are introduced.

StabilizationStabilization

The process of making the operating point independent of temperature changes or variations inThe process of making the operating point independent of temperature changes or variations in
transistor parameters is known as transistor parameters is known as StabilizationStabilization..

Once the stabilization is achieved, the values of IOnce the stabilization is achieved, the values of I  and V and V  become independent of temperature become independent of temperature
variations or replacement of transistor. A good biasing circuit helps in the stabilization ofvariations or replacement of transistor. A good biasing circuit helps in the stabilization of
operating point.operating point.

Need for StabilizationNeed for Stabilization

Stabilization of the operating point has to be achieved due to the following reasons.Stabilization of the operating point has to be achieved due to the following reasons.

Temperature dependence of ITemperature dependence of I

Individual variationsIndividual variations

Thermal runawayThermal runaway

Let us understand these concepts in detail.Let us understand these concepts in detail.

Temperature Dependence of ITemperature Dependence of I

As the expression for collector current IAs the expression for collector current I  is is

The collector leakage current IThe collector leakage current I  is greatly influenced by temperature variations. To come out is greatly influenced by temperature variations. To come out
of this, the biasing conditions are set so that zero signal collector current Iof this, the biasing conditions are set so that zero signal collector current I  = 1 mA. Therefore, = 1 mA. Therefore,
the operating point needs to be stabilized i.e. it is necessary to keep Ithe operating point needs to be stabilized i.e. it is necessary to keep I  constant. constant.

Individual VariationsIndividual Variations
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As the value of β and the value of VAs the value of β and the value of V  are not same for every transistor, whenever a transistor are not same for every transistor, whenever a transistor
is replaced, the operating point tends to change. Hence it is necessary to stabilize the operatingis replaced, the operating point tends to change. Hence it is necessary to stabilize the operating
point.point.

Thermal RunawayThermal Runaway

As the expression for collector current IAs the expression for collector current I  is is

The flow of collector current and also the collector leakage current causes heat dissipation. IfThe flow of collector current and also the collector leakage current causes heat dissipation. If
the operating point is not stabilized, there occurs a cumulative effect which increases this heatthe operating point is not stabilized, there occurs a cumulative effect which increases this heat
dissipation.dissipation.

The self-destruction of such an unstabilized transistor is known as The self-destruction of such an unstabilized transistor is known as Thermal run awayThermal run away..

In order to avoid In order to avoid thermal runawaythermal runaway and the destruction of transistor, it is necessary to stabilize and the destruction of transistor, it is necessary to stabilize
the operating point, i.e., to keep Ithe operating point, i.e., to keep I  constant. constant.

Stability FactorStability Factor

It is understood that IIt is understood that I  should be kept constant in spite of variations of I should be kept constant in spite of variations of I  or I or I . The extent to. The extent to
which a biasing circuit is successful in maintaining this is measured by which a biasing circuit is successful in maintaining this is measured by Stability factorStability factor. It. It
denoted by denoted by SS..

By definition, the rate of change of collector current IBy definition, the rate of change of collector current I  with respect to the collector leakage with respect to the collector leakage
current Icurrent I  at constant β and I at constant β and I  is called  is called Stability factorStability factor..

 at constant I at constant I  and β and β

Hence we can understand that any change in collector leakage current changes the collectorHence we can understand that any change in collector leakage current changes the collector
current to a great extent. The stability factor should be as low as possible so that the collectorcurrent to a great extent. The stability factor should be as low as possible so that the collector
current doesn’t get affected. S=1 is the ideal value.current doesn’t get affected. S=1 is the ideal value.

The general expression of stability factor for a CE configuration can be obtained as under.The general expression of stability factor for a CE configuration can be obtained as under.

Differentiating above expression with respect to IDifferentiating above expression with respect to I , we get, we get
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Since Since 

OrOr

Hence the stability factor S depends on β, IHence the stability factor S depends on β, I  and I and I ..
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Methods of Transistor BiasingMethods of Transistor Biasing

The biasing in transistor circuits is done by using two DC sources VThe biasing in transistor circuits is done by using two DC sources V  and V and V . It is economical. It is economical
to minimize the DC source to one supply instead of two which also makes the circuit simple.to minimize the DC source to one supply instead of two which also makes the circuit simple.

The commonly used methods of transistor biasing areThe commonly used methods of transistor biasing are

Base Resistor methodBase Resistor method

Collector to Base biasCollector to Base bias

Biasing with Collector feedback resistorBiasing with Collector feedback resistor

Voltage-divider biasVoltage-divider bias

All of these methods have the same basic principle of obtaining the required value of IAll of these methods have the same basic principle of obtaining the required value of I  and I and I
from Vfrom V  in the zero signal conditions. in the zero signal conditions.

Base Resistor MethodBase Resistor Method

In this method, a resistor RIn this method, a resistor R  of high resistance is connected in base, as the name implies. The of high resistance is connected in base, as the name implies. The
required zero signal base current is provided by Vrequired zero signal base current is provided by V  which flows through R which flows through R . The base emitter. The base emitter
junction is forward biased, as base is positive with respect to emitter.junction is forward biased, as base is positive with respect to emitter.

The required value of zero signal base current and hence the collector current (as IThe required value of zero signal base current and hence the collector current (as I  = βI = βI ) can) can
be made to flow by selecting the proper value of base resistor RB. Hence the value of Rbe made to flow by selecting the proper value of base resistor RB. Hence the value of R  is to is to
be known. The figure below shows how a base resistor method of biasing circuit looks like.be known. The figure below shows how a base resistor method of biasing circuit looks like.
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Let ILet I  be the required zero signal collector current. Therefore, be the required zero signal collector current. Therefore,

Considering the closed circuit from VConsidering the closed circuit from V , base, emitter and ground, while applying the Kirchhoff’s, base, emitter and ground, while applying the Kirchhoff’s
voltage law, we get,voltage law, we get,

OrOr

ThereforeTherefore

Since VSince V  is generally quite small as compared to V is generally quite small as compared to V , the former can be neglected with little, the former can be neglected with little
error. Then,error. Then,

We know that VWe know that V  is a fixed known quantity and I is a fixed known quantity and I  is chosen at some suitable value. As R is chosen at some suitable value. As R  can can
be found directly, this method is called as be found directly, this method is called as fixed bias methodfixed bias method..

Stability factorStability factor

In fixed-bias method of biasing, IIn fixed-bias method of biasing, I  is independent of I is independent of I  so that, so that,

Substituting the above value in the previous equation,Substituting the above value in the previous equation,

Stability factor, Stability factor, 
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Thus the stability factor in a fixed bias is (β+1) which means that IThus the stability factor in a fixed bias is (β+1) which means that I  changes (β+1) times as changes (β+1) times as
much as any change in Imuch as any change in I ..

AdvantagesAdvantages

The circuit is simple.The circuit is simple.

Only one resistor ROnly one resistor R  is required. is required.

Biasing conditions are set easily.Biasing conditions are set easily.

No loading effect as no resistor is present at base-emitter junction.No loading effect as no resistor is present at base-emitter junction.

DisadvantagesDisadvantages

The stabilization is poor as heat development can’t be stopped.The stabilization is poor as heat development can’t be stopped.

The stability factor is very high. So, there are strong chances of thermal run away.The stability factor is very high. So, there are strong chances of thermal run away.

Hence, this method is rarely employed.Hence, this method is rarely employed.

Collector to Base BiasCollector to Base Bias

The collector to base bias circuit is same as base bias circuit except that the base resistor RThe collector to base bias circuit is same as base bias circuit except that the base resistor R  is is
returned to collector, rather than to Vreturned to collector, rather than to V  supply as shown in the figure below. supply as shown in the figure below.
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This circuit helps in improving the stability considerably. If the value of IThis circuit helps in improving the stability considerably. If the value of I  increases, the voltage increases, the voltage
across Racross R  increases and hence the V increases and hence the V  also increases. This in turn reduces the base current I also increases. This in turn reduces the base current I ..
This action somewhat compensates the original increase.This action somewhat compensates the original increase.

The required value of RThe required value of R  needed to give the zero signal collector current I needed to give the zero signal collector current I  can be calculated as can be calculated as
follows.follows.

Voltage drop across RVoltage drop across R  will be will be

From the figure,From the figure,

OrOr

ThereforeTherefore

OrOr

Applying KVL we haveApplying KVL we have
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Since VSince V  is almost independent of collector current, we get is almost independent of collector current, we get

We know thatWe know that

ThereforeTherefore

This value is smaller than (1+β) which is obtained for fixed bias circuit. Thus there is anThis value is smaller than (1+β) which is obtained for fixed bias circuit. Thus there is an
improvement in the stability.improvement in the stability.

This circuit provides a negative feedback which reduces the gain of the amplifier. So theThis circuit provides a negative feedback which reduces the gain of the amplifier. So the
increased stability of the collector to base bias circuit is obtained at the cost of AC voltage gain.increased stability of the collector to base bias circuit is obtained at the cost of AC voltage gain.

Biasing with Collector Feedback resistorBiasing with Collector Feedback resistor

In this method, the base resistor RIn this method, the base resistor R  has its one end connected to base and the other to the has its one end connected to base and the other to the
collector as its name implies. In this circuit, the zero signal base current is determined by Vcollector as its name implies. In this circuit, the zero signal base current is determined by V
but not by Vbut not by V ..

It is clear that VIt is clear that V  forward biases the base-emitter junction and hence base current I forward biases the base-emitter junction and hence base current I  flows flows
through Rthrough R . This causes the zero signal collector current to flow in the circuit. The below figure. This causes the zero signal collector current to flow in the circuit. The below figure
shows the biasing with collector feedback resistor circuit.shows the biasing with collector feedback resistor circuit.
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The required value of RThe required value of R  needed to give the zero signal current I needed to give the zero signal current I  can be determined as can be determined as
follows.follows.
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Since Since 

Alternatively,Alternatively,
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SinceSince

WhereWhere

Mathematically,Mathematically,

Stability factor, Stability factor, 

Therefore, this method provides better thermal stability than the fixed bias.Therefore, this method provides better thermal stability than the fixed bias.

The Q-point values for the circuit are shown asThe Q-point values for the circuit are shown as

AdvantagesAdvantages

The circuit is simple as it needs only one resistor.The circuit is simple as it needs only one resistor.

This circuit provides some stabilization, for lesser changes.This circuit provides some stabilization, for lesser changes.

DisadvantagesDisadvantages

The circuit doesn’t provide good stabilization.The circuit doesn’t provide good stabilization.

The circuit provides negative feedback.The circuit provides negative feedback.

Voltage Divider Bias MethodVoltage Divider Bias Method

Among all the methods of providing biasing and stabilization, the Among all the methods of providing biasing and stabilization, the voltage divider bias methodvoltage divider bias method
is the most prominent one. Here, two resistors Ris the most prominent one. Here, two resistors R  and R and R  are employed, which are connected to are employed, which are connected to
VV  and provide biasing. The resistor R and provide biasing. The resistor R  employed in the emitter provides stabilization. employed in the emitter provides stabilization.

The name voltage divider comes from the voltage divider formed by RThe name voltage divider comes from the voltage divider formed by R  and R and R . The voltage. The voltage
drop across Rdrop across R  forward biases the base-emitter junction. This causes the base current and forward biases the base-emitter junction. This causes the base current and
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hence collector current flow in the zero signal conditions. The figure below shows the circuit ofhence collector current flow in the zero signal conditions. The figure below shows the circuit of
voltage divider bias method.voltage divider bias method.

Suppose that the current flowing through resistance RSuppose that the current flowing through resistance R  is I is I . As base current I. As base current I  is very small, is very small,
therefore, it can be assumed with reasonable accuracy that current flowing through Rtherefore, it can be assumed with reasonable accuracy that current flowing through R  is also I is also I ..

Now let us try to derive the expressions for collector current and collector voltage.Now let us try to derive the expressions for collector current and collector voltage.

Collector Current, ICollector Current, I

From the circuit, it is evident that,From the circuit, it is evident that,
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Therefore, the voltage across resistance RTherefore, the voltage across resistance R  is is

Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law to the base circuit,Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law to the base circuit,

Since ISince I  ≈ I ≈ I ,,

From the above expression, it is evident that IFrom the above expression, it is evident that I  doesn’t depend upon β. V doesn’t depend upon β. V  is very small that I is very small that I
doesn’t get affected by Vdoesn’t get affected by V  at all. Thus I at all. Thus I  in this circuit is almost independent of transistor in this circuit is almost independent of transistor
parameters and hence good stabilization is achieved.parameters and hence good stabilization is achieved.

Collector-Emitter Voltage, VCollector-Emitter Voltage, V

Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law to the collector side,Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law to the collector side,

Since ISince I  ≅ I ≅ I

Therefore,Therefore,

RR  provides excellent stabilization in this circuit. provides excellent stabilization in this circuit.
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Suppose there is a rise in temperature, then the collector current ISuppose there is a rise in temperature, then the collector current I  decreases, which causes decreases, which causes
the voltage drop across Rthe voltage drop across R  to increase. As the voltage drop across R to increase. As the voltage drop across R  is V is V , which is, which is
independent of Iindependent of I , the value of V, the value of V  decreases. The reduced value of I decreases. The reduced value of I  tends to restore I tends to restore I  to the to the
original value.original value.

Stability FactorStability Factor

The equation for The equation for Stability factorStability factor of this circuit is obtained as of this circuit is obtained as

Stability Factor = Stability Factor = 

WhereWhere

If the ratio RIf the ratio R /R/R  is very small, then R0/RE can be neglected as compared to 1 and the stability is very small, then R0/RE can be neglected as compared to 1 and the stability
factor becomesfactor becomes

Stability Factor = Stability Factor = 

This is the smallest possible value of S and leads to the maximum possible thermal stability.This is the smallest possible value of S and leads to the maximum possible thermal stability.
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Bias CompensationBias Compensation

So far we have seen different stabilization techniques. The stabilization occurs due to negativeSo far we have seen different stabilization techniques. The stabilization occurs due to negative
feedback action. The negative feedback, although improves the stability of operating point, itfeedback action. The negative feedback, although improves the stability of operating point, it
reduces the gain of the amplifier.reduces the gain of the amplifier.

As the gain of the amplifier is a very important consideration, some compensation techniquesAs the gain of the amplifier is a very important consideration, some compensation techniques
are used to maintain excellent bias and thermal stabilization. Let us now go through such biasare used to maintain excellent bias and thermal stabilization. Let us now go through such bias
compensation techniques.compensation techniques.

Diode Compensation for InstabilityDiode Compensation for Instability

These are the circuits that implement compensation techniques using diodes to deal withThese are the circuits that implement compensation techniques using diodes to deal with
biasing instability. The stabilization techniques refer to the use of resistive biasing circuits whichbiasing instability. The stabilization techniques refer to the use of resistive biasing circuits which
permit Ipermit I  to vary so as to keep I to vary so as to keep I  relatively constant. relatively constant.

There are two types of diode compensation methods. They are −There are two types of diode compensation methods. They are −

Diode compensation for instability due to VDiode compensation for instability due to V  variation variation

Diode compensation for instability due to IDiode compensation for instability due to I  variation variation

Let us understand these two compensation methods in detail.Let us understand these two compensation methods in detail.

Diode Compensation for Instability due to VDiode Compensation for Instability due to V  Variation Variation

In a Silicon transistor, the changes in the value of VIn a Silicon transistor, the changes in the value of V  results in the changes in I results in the changes in I . A diode can. A diode can
be employed in the emitter circuit in order to compensate the variations in Vbe employed in the emitter circuit in order to compensate the variations in V  or I or I . As the. As the
diode and transistor used are of same material, the voltage Vdiode and transistor used are of same material, the voltage V  across the diode has same across the diode has same
temperature coefficient as Vtemperature coefficient as V  of the transistor. of the transistor.

The following figure shows self-bias with stabilization and compensation.The following figure shows self-bias with stabilization and compensation.
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The diode D is forward biased by the source VThe diode D is forward biased by the source V  and the resistor R and the resistor R . The variation in V. The variation in V  with with
temperature is same as the variation in Vtemperature is same as the variation in V  with temperature, hence the quantity (V with temperature, hence the quantity (V  – V – V ))
remains constant. So the current Iremains constant. So the current I  remains constant in spite of the variation in V remains constant in spite of the variation in V ..

Diode Compensation for Instability due to IDiode Compensation for Instability due to I  Variation Variation

The following figure shows the circuit diagram of a transistor amplifier with diode D used forThe following figure shows the circuit diagram of a transistor amplifier with diode D used for
compensation of variation in Icompensation of variation in I ..
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So, the reverse saturation current ISo, the reverse saturation current I  of the diode will increase with temperature at the same rate of the diode will increase with temperature at the same rate
as the transistor collector saturation current Ias the transistor collector saturation current I ..

The diode D is reverse biased by VThe diode D is reverse biased by V  and the current through it is the reverse saturation current and the current through it is the reverse saturation current
II ..

Now the base current is,Now the base current is,

Substituting the above value in the expression for collector current.Substituting the above value in the expression for collector current.
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If β ≫ 1,If β ≫ 1,

II is almost constant and if I is almost constant and if I  of diode and I of diode and I  of transistor track each other over the operating of transistor track each other over the operating
temperature range, then Itemperature range, then I  remains constant. remains constant.

Other CompensationsOther Compensations

There are other compensation techniques which refer to the use of temperature sensitiveThere are other compensation techniques which refer to the use of temperature sensitive
devices such as diodes, transistors, thermistors, Sensistors, etc. to compensate for the variationdevices such as diodes, transistors, thermistors, Sensistors, etc. to compensate for the variation
in currents.in currents.

There are two popular types of circuits in this method, one using a thermistor and the otherThere are two popular types of circuits in this method, one using a thermistor and the other
using a Sensistor. Let us have a look at them.using a Sensistor. Let us have a look at them.

Thermistor CompensationThermistor Compensation

Thermistor is a temperature sensitive device. It has negative temperature coefficient. TheThermistor is a temperature sensitive device. It has negative temperature coefficient. The
resistance of a thermistor increases when the temperature decreases and it decreases whenresistance of a thermistor increases when the temperature decreases and it decreases when
the temperature increases. The below figure shows a self-bias amplifier with thermistorthe temperature increases. The below figure shows a self-bias amplifier with thermistor
compensation.compensation.
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In an amplifier circuit, the changes that occur in IIn an amplifier circuit, the changes that occur in I , V, V  and β with temperature, increases the and β with temperature, increases the
collector current. Thermistor is employed to minimize the increase in collector current. As thecollector current. Thermistor is employed to minimize the increase in collector current. As the
temperature increases, the resistance Rtemperature increases, the resistance R  of thermistor decreases, which increases the current of thermistor decreases, which increases the current
through it and the resistor Rthrough it and the resistor R . Now, the voltage developed across R. Now, the voltage developed across R  increases, which reverse increases, which reverse
biases the emitter junction. This reverse bias is so high that the effect of resistors Rbiases the emitter junction. This reverse bias is so high that the effect of resistors R  and R and R
providing forward bias also gets reduced. This action reduces the rise in collector current.providing forward bias also gets reduced. This action reduces the rise in collector current.

Thus the temperature sensitivity of thermistor compensates the increase in collector current,Thus the temperature sensitivity of thermistor compensates the increase in collector current,
occurred due to temperature.occurred due to temperature.

Sensistor CompensationSensistor Compensation

A Sensistor is a heavily doped semiconductor that has positive temperature coefficient. TheA Sensistor is a heavily doped semiconductor that has positive temperature coefficient. The
resistance of a Sensistor increases with the increase in temperature and decreases with theresistance of a Sensistor increases with the increase in temperature and decreases with the
decrease in temperature. The figure below shows a self-bias amplifier with Sensistordecrease in temperature. The figure below shows a self-bias amplifier with Sensistor
compensation.compensation.

In the above figure, the Sensistor may be placed in parallel with RIn the above figure, the Sensistor may be placed in parallel with R  or in parallel with R or in parallel with R . As the. As the
temperature increases, the resistance of the parallel combination, thermistor and Rtemperature increases, the resistance of the parallel combination, thermistor and R  increases increases
and their voltage drop also increases. This decreases the voltage drop across Rand their voltage drop also increases. This decreases the voltage drop across R . Due to the. Due to the
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decrease of this voltage, the net forward emitter bias decreases. As a result of this, Idecrease of this voltage, the net forward emitter bias decreases. As a result of this, I
decreases.decreases.

Hence by employing the Sensistor, the rise in the collector current which is caused by theHence by employing the Sensistor, the rise in the collector current which is caused by the
increase of Iincrease of I , V, V  and β due to temperature, gets controlled. and β due to temperature, gets controlled.

Thermal ResistanceThermal Resistance

The transistor is a temperature dependent device. When the transistor is operated, the collectorThe transistor is a temperature dependent device. When the transistor is operated, the collector
junction gets heavy flow of electrons and hence has much heat generated. This heat ifjunction gets heavy flow of electrons and hence has much heat generated. This heat if
increased further beyond the permissible limit, damages the junction and thus the transistor.increased further beyond the permissible limit, damages the junction and thus the transistor.

In order to protect itself from damage, the transistor dissipates heat from the junction to theIn order to protect itself from damage, the transistor dissipates heat from the junction to the
transistor case and from there to the open air surrounding it.transistor case and from there to the open air surrounding it.

Let, the ambient temperature or the temperature of surrounding air = TLet, the ambient temperature or the temperature of surrounding air = T CC

And, the temperature of collector-base junction of the transistor = TAnd, the temperature of collector-base junction of the transistor = T CC

As TAs T  > T > T , the difference T, the difference T  - T - T  is greater than the power dissipated in the transistor P is greater than the power dissipated in the transistor P  will be will be
greater. Thus,greater. Thus,

Where H is the constant of proportionality, and is called as Where H is the constant of proportionality, and is called as Thermal resistanceThermal resistance..

Thermal resistance is the resistance to heat flow from junction to surrounding air. It is denotedThermal resistance is the resistance to heat flow from junction to surrounding air. It is denoted
by H.by H.

The unit of H is The unit of H is C/watt.C/watt.

If the thermal resistance is low, the transfer of heat from the transistor into the air, will be easy. IfIf the thermal resistance is low, the transfer of heat from the transistor into the air, will be easy. If
the transistor case is larger, the heat dissipation will be better. This is achieved by the use ofthe transistor case is larger, the heat dissipation will be better. This is achieved by the use of
Heat sink.Heat sink.

Heat SinkHeat Sink

The transistor that handle larger powers, dissipates more heat during operation. This heat if notThe transistor that handle larger powers, dissipates more heat during operation. This heat if not
dissipated properly, could damage the transistor. Hence the power transistors are generallydissipated properly, could damage the transistor. Hence the power transistors are generally
mounted on large metal cases to provide a larger area to get the heat radiated that is generatedmounted on large metal cases to provide a larger area to get the heat radiated that is generated
during its operation.during its operation.

The metal sheet that helps to dissipate the additional heat from the transistor is known as theThe metal sheet that helps to dissipate the additional heat from the transistor is known as the
heat sinkheat sink. The ability of a heat sink depends upon its material, volume, area, shape, contact. The ability of a heat sink depends upon its material, volume, area, shape, contact
between case and sink, and the movement of air around the sink.between case and sink, and the movement of air around the sink.
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The heat sink is selected after considering all theseThe heat sink is selected after considering all these
factors. The image shows a power transistor with afactors. The image shows a power transistor with a
heat sink.heat sink.

A tiny transistor in the above image is fixed to aA tiny transistor in the above image is fixed to a
larger metal sheet in order to dissipate its heat, solarger metal sheet in order to dissipate its heat, so
that the transistor doesn’t get damaged.that the transistor doesn’t get damaged.

Thermal RunawayThermal Runaway

The use of heat sink avoids the problem of The use of heat sink avoids the problem of ThermalThermal
RunawayRunaway. It is a situation where an increase in. It is a situation where an increase in
temperature leads to the condition that further increase in temperature, leads to the destructiontemperature leads to the condition that further increase in temperature, leads to the destruction
of the device itself. This is a kind of uncontrollable positive feedback.of the device itself. This is a kind of uncontrollable positive feedback.

Heat sinkHeat sink is not the only consideration; other factors such as operating point, ambient is not the only consideration; other factors such as operating point, ambient
temperature, and the type of transistor used can also cause thermal runaway.temperature, and the type of transistor used can also cause thermal runaway.



Basic AmplifierBasic Amplifier

We hope that you have gained sufficient knowledge on operating point, its stability and theWe hope that you have gained sufficient knowledge on operating point, its stability and the
compensation techniques in the previous chapter. Let us now try to understand the fundamentalcompensation techniques in the previous chapter. Let us now try to understand the fundamental
concepts of a basic amplifier circuit.concepts of a basic amplifier circuit.

An electronic signal contains some information which cannot be utilized if doesn’t have properAn electronic signal contains some information which cannot be utilized if doesn’t have proper
strength. The process of increasing the signal strength is called as strength. The process of increasing the signal strength is called as AmplificationAmplification. Almost all. Almost all
electronic equipment must include some means for amplifying the signals. We find the use ofelectronic equipment must include some means for amplifying the signals. We find the use of
amplifiers in medical devices, scientific equipment, automation, military tools, communicationamplifiers in medical devices, scientific equipment, automation, military tools, communication
devices, and even in household equipment.devices, and even in household equipment.

Amplification in practical applications is done using Multi-stage amplifiers. A number of single-Amplification in practical applications is done using Multi-stage amplifiers. A number of single-
stage amplifiers are cascaded to form a Multi-stage amplifier. Let us see how a single-stagestage amplifiers are cascaded to form a Multi-stage amplifier. Let us see how a single-stage
amplifier is built, which is the basic for a Multi-stage amplifier.amplifier is built, which is the basic for a Multi-stage amplifier.

Single-stage Transistor AmplifierSingle-stage Transistor Amplifier

When only one transistor with associated circuitry is used for amplifying a weak signal, theWhen only one transistor with associated circuitry is used for amplifying a weak signal, the
circuit is known as circuit is known as single-stage amplifiersingle-stage amplifier..

Analyzing the working of a Single-stage amplifier circuit, makes us easy to understand theAnalyzing the working of a Single-stage amplifier circuit, makes us easy to understand the
formation and working of Multi-stage amplifier circuits. A Single stage transistor amplifier hasformation and working of Multi-stage amplifier circuits. A Single stage transistor amplifier has
one transistor, bias circuit and other auxiliary components. The following circuit diagram showsone transistor, bias circuit and other auxiliary components. The following circuit diagram shows
how a single stage transistor amplifier looks like.how a single stage transistor amplifier looks like.



When a weak input signal is given to the base of the transistor as shown in the figure, a smallWhen a weak input signal is given to the base of the transistor as shown in the figure, a small
amount of base current flows. Due to the transistor action, a larger current flows in the collectoramount of base current flows. Due to the transistor action, a larger current flows in the collector
of the transistor. (As the collector current is β times of the base current which means Iof the transistor. (As the collector current is β times of the base current which means I  = βI = βI ).).
Now, as the collector current increases, the voltage drop across the resistor RNow, as the collector current increases, the voltage drop across the resistor R  also increases, also increases,
which is collected as the output.which is collected as the output.

Hence a small input at the base gets amplified as the signal of larger magnitude and strength atHence a small input at the base gets amplified as the signal of larger magnitude and strength at
the collector output. Hence this transistor acts as an amplifier.the collector output. Hence this transistor acts as an amplifier.

Practical Circuit of a Transistor AmplifierPractical Circuit of a Transistor Amplifier

The circuit of a practical transistor amplifier is as shown below, which represents a voltageThe circuit of a practical transistor amplifier is as shown below, which represents a voltage
divider biasing circuit.divider biasing circuit.
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The various prominent circuit elements and their functions are as described below.The various prominent circuit elements and their functions are as described below.

Biasing CircuitBiasing Circuit

The resistors RThe resistors R , R, R  and R and R  form the biasing and stabilization circuit, which helps in establishing form the biasing and stabilization circuit, which helps in establishing
a proper operating point.a proper operating point.

Input Capacitor CInput Capacitor C

This capacitor couples the input signal to the base of the transistor. The input capacitor CThis capacitor couples the input signal to the base of the transistor. The input capacitor C
allows AC signal, but isolates the signal source from Rallows AC signal, but isolates the signal source from R . If this capacitor is not present, the input. If this capacitor is not present, the input
signal gets directly applied, which changes the bias at Rsignal gets directly applied, which changes the bias at R ..

Coupling Capacitor CCoupling Capacitor C

This capacitor is present at the end of one stage and connects it to the other stage. As itThis capacitor is present at the end of one stage and connects it to the other stage. As it
couples two stages it is called as couples two stages it is called as coupling capacitorcoupling capacitor. This capacitor blocks DC of one stage to. This capacitor blocks DC of one stage to
enter the other but allows AC to pass. Hence it is also called as enter the other but allows AC to pass. Hence it is also called as blocking capacitorblocking capacitor..

Due to the presence of coupling capacitor CDue to the presence of coupling capacitor C , the output across the resistor R, the output across the resistor R  is free from the is free from the
collector’s DC voltage. If this is not present, the bias conditions of the next stage will becollector’s DC voltage. If this is not present, the bias conditions of the next stage will be
drastically changed due to the shunting effect of Rdrastically changed due to the shunting effect of R , as it would come in parallel to R, as it would come in parallel to R  of the of the
next stage.next stage.

Emitter by-pass capacitor CEmitter by-pass capacitor C

This capacitor is employed in parallel to the emitter resistor RThis capacitor is employed in parallel to the emitter resistor R . The amplified AC signal is by. The amplified AC signal is by
passed through this. If this is not present, that signal will pass through Rpassed through this. If this is not present, that signal will pass through R  which produces a which produces a
voltage drop across Rvoltage drop across R  that will feedback the input signal reducing the output voltage. that will feedback the input signal reducing the output voltage.
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The Load resistor RThe Load resistor R

The resistance RThe resistance R  connected at the output is known as  connected at the output is known as Load resistorLoad resistor. When a number of. When a number of
stages are used, then Rstages are used, then R  represents the input resistance of the next stage. represents the input resistance of the next stage.

Various Circuit currentsVarious Circuit currents

Let us go through various circuit currents in the complete amplifier circuit. These are alreadyLet us go through various circuit currents in the complete amplifier circuit. These are already
mentioned in the above figure.mentioned in the above figure.

Base CurrentBase Current

When no signal is applied in the base circuit, DC base current IWhen no signal is applied in the base circuit, DC base current I  flows due to biasing circuit. flows due to biasing circuit.
When AC signal is applied, AC base current iWhen AC signal is applied, AC base current i  also flows. Therefore, with the application of also flows. Therefore, with the application of
signal, total base current isignal, total base current i  is given by is given by

Collector CurrentCollector Current

When no signal is applied, a DC collector current IWhen no signal is applied, a DC collector current I  flows due to biasing circuit. When AC signal flows due to biasing circuit. When AC signal
is applied, AC collector current iis applied, AC collector current i  also flows. Therefore, the total collector current i also flows. Therefore, the total collector current i  is given by is given by

WhereWhere

 = zero signal collecor current = zero signal collecor current

 = collecor current due to signal = collecor current due to signal

Emitter CurrentEmitter Current

When no signal is applied, a DC emitter current IWhen no signal is applied, a DC emitter current I  flows. With the application of signal, total flows. With the application of signal, total
emitter current iemitter current i  is given by is given by

It should be remembered thatIt should be remembered that
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As base current is usually small, it is to be noted thatAs base current is usually small, it is to be noted that

 and  and 

These are the important considerations for the practical circuit of transistor amplifier. Now let usThese are the important considerations for the practical circuit of transistor amplifier. Now let us
know about the classification of Amplifiers.know about the classification of Amplifiers.
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Amplifiers ClassificationAmplifiers Classification

An Amplifier circuit is one which strengthens the signal. The amplifier action and the importantAn Amplifier circuit is one which strengthens the signal. The amplifier action and the important
considerations for the practical circuit of transistor amplifier were also detailed in previousconsiderations for the practical circuit of transistor amplifier were also detailed in previous
chapters.chapters.

Let us now try to understand the classification of amplifiers. Amplifiers are classified accordingLet us now try to understand the classification of amplifiers. Amplifiers are classified according
to many considerations.to many considerations.

Based on number of stagesBased on number of stages

Depending upon the number of stages of Amplification, there are Single-stage amplifiers andDepending upon the number of stages of Amplification, there are Single-stage amplifiers and
Multi-stage amplifiers.Multi-stage amplifiers.

Single-stage AmplifiersSingle-stage Amplifiers − This has only one transistor circuit, which is a singlestage − This has only one transistor circuit, which is a singlestage
amplification.amplification.

Multi-stage AmplifiersMulti-stage Amplifiers − This has multiple transistor circuit, which provides multi-stage − This has multiple transistor circuit, which provides multi-stage
amplification.amplification.

Based on its outputBased on its output

Depending upon the parameter that is amplified at the output, there are voltage and powerDepending upon the parameter that is amplified at the output, there are voltage and power
amplifiers.amplifiers.

Voltage AmplifiersVoltage Amplifiers − The amplifier circuit that increases the voltage level of the input − The amplifier circuit that increases the voltage level of the input
signal, is called as Voltage amplifier.signal, is called as Voltage amplifier.

Power AmplifiersPower Amplifiers − The amplifier circuit that increases the power level of the input − The amplifier circuit that increases the power level of the input
signal, is called as Power amplifier.signal, is called as Power amplifier.

Based on the input signalsBased on the input signals

Depending upon the magnitude of the input signal applied, they can be categorized as SmallDepending upon the magnitude of the input signal applied, they can be categorized as Small
signal and large signal amplifiers.signal and large signal amplifiers.

Small signal AmplifiersSmall signal Amplifiers − When the input signal is so weak so as to produce small − When the input signal is so weak so as to produce small
fluctuations in the collector current compared to its quiescent value, the amplifier isfluctuations in the collector current compared to its quiescent value, the amplifier is
known as Small signal amplifier.known as Small signal amplifier.

Large signal amplifiersLarge signal amplifiers − When the fluctuations in collector current are large i.e. − When the fluctuations in collector current are large i.e.
beyond the linear portion of the characteristics, the amplifier is known as large signalbeyond the linear portion of the characteristics, the amplifier is known as large signal
amplifier.amplifier.

Based on the frequency rangeBased on the frequency range

Depending upon the frequency range of the signals being used, there are audio and radioDepending upon the frequency range of the signals being used, there are audio and radio
amplifiers.amplifiers.



Audio AmplifiersAudio Amplifiers − The amplifier circuit that amplifies the signals that lie in the audio − The amplifier circuit that amplifies the signals that lie in the audio
frequency range i.e. from 20Hz to 20 KHz frequency range, is called as audio amplifier.frequency range i.e. from 20Hz to 20 KHz frequency range, is called as audio amplifier.

Power AmplifiersPower Amplifiers − The amplifier circuit that amplifies the signals that lie in a very high − The amplifier circuit that amplifies the signals that lie in a very high
frequency range, is called as Power amplifier.frequency range, is called as Power amplifier.

Based on Biasing ConditionsBased on Biasing Conditions

Depending upon their mode of operation, there are class A, class B and class C amplifiers.Depending upon their mode of operation, there are class A, class B and class C amplifiers.

Class A amplifierClass A amplifier − The biasing conditions in class A power amplifier are such that the − The biasing conditions in class A power amplifier are such that the
collector current flows for the entire AC signal applied.collector current flows for the entire AC signal applied.

Class B amplifierClass B amplifier − The biasing conditions in class B power amplifier are such that the − The biasing conditions in class B power amplifier are such that the
collector current flows for half-cycle of input AC signal applied.collector current flows for half-cycle of input AC signal applied.

Class C amplifierClass C amplifier − The biasing conditions in class C power amplifier are such that the − The biasing conditions in class C power amplifier are such that the
collector current flows for less than half cycle of input AC signal applied.collector current flows for less than half cycle of input AC signal applied.

Class AB amplifierClass AB amplifier − The class AB power amplifier is one which is created by − The class AB power amplifier is one which is created by
combining both class A and class B in order to have all the advantages of both thecombining both class A and class B in order to have all the advantages of both the
classes and to minimize the problems they have.classes and to minimize the problems they have.

Based on the Coupling methodBased on the Coupling method

Depending upon the method of coupling one stage to the other, there are RC coupled,Depending upon the method of coupling one stage to the other, there are RC coupled,
Transformer coupled and direct coupled amplifier.Transformer coupled and direct coupled amplifier.

RC Coupled amplifierRC Coupled amplifier − A Multi-stage amplifier circuit that is coupled to the next stage − A Multi-stage amplifier circuit that is coupled to the next stage
using resistor and capacitor (RC) combination can be called as a RC coupled amplifier.using resistor and capacitor (RC) combination can be called as a RC coupled amplifier.

Transformer Coupled amplifierTransformer Coupled amplifier − A Multi-stage amplifier circuit that is coupled to the − A Multi-stage amplifier circuit that is coupled to the
next stage, with the help of a transformer, can be called as a Transformer couplednext stage, with the help of a transformer, can be called as a Transformer coupled
amplifier.amplifier.

Direct Coupled amplifierDirect Coupled amplifier − A Multi-stage amplifier circuit that is coupled to the next − A Multi-stage amplifier circuit that is coupled to the next
stage directly, can be called as a direct coupled amplifier.stage directly, can be called as a direct coupled amplifier.

Based on the Transistor ConfigurationBased on the Transistor Configuration

Depending upon the type of transistor configuration, there are CE CB and CC amplifiers.Depending upon the type of transistor configuration, there are CE CB and CC amplifiers.

CE amplifierCE amplifier − The amplifier circuit that is formed using a CE configured transistor − The amplifier circuit that is formed using a CE configured transistor
combination is called as CE amplifier.combination is called as CE amplifier.

CB amplifierCB amplifier − The amplifier circuit that is formed using a CB configured transistor − The amplifier circuit that is formed using a CB configured transistor
combination is called as CB amplifier.combination is called as CB amplifier.

CC amplifierCC amplifier − The amplifier circuit that is formed using a CC configured transistor − The amplifier circuit that is formed using a CC configured transistor
combination is called as CC amplifier.combination is called as CC amplifier.



Based on ConfigurationsBased on Configurations

Any transistor amplifier, uses a transistor to amplify the signals which is connected in one of theAny transistor amplifier, uses a transistor to amplify the signals which is connected in one of the
three configurations. For an amplifier it is a better state to have a high input impedance, in orderthree configurations. For an amplifier it is a better state to have a high input impedance, in order
to avoid loading effect in Multi-stage circuits and lower output impedance, in order to deliverto avoid loading effect in Multi-stage circuits and lower output impedance, in order to deliver
maximum output to the load. The voltage gain and power gain should also be high to produce amaximum output to the load. The voltage gain and power gain should also be high to produce a
better output.better output.

Let us now study different configurations to understand which configuration suits better for aLet us now study different configurations to understand which configuration suits better for a
transistor to work as an amplifier.transistor to work as an amplifier.

CB AmplifierCB Amplifier

The amplifier circuit that is formed using a CB configured transistor combination is called as CBThe amplifier circuit that is formed using a CB configured transistor combination is called as CB
amplifier.amplifier.

ConstructionConstruction

The common base amplifier circuit using NPN transistor is as shown below, the input signalThe common base amplifier circuit using NPN transistor is as shown below, the input signal
being applied at emitter base junction and the output signal being taken from collector basebeing applied at emitter base junction and the output signal being taken from collector base
junction.junction.

The emitter base junction is forward biased by VThe emitter base junction is forward biased by V  and collector base junction is reverse biased and collector base junction is reverse biased
by Vby V . The operating point is adjusted with the help of resistors Re and R. The operating point is adjusted with the help of resistors Re and R . Thus the values of. Thus the values of
II , I, I  and I and I  are decided by V are decided by V , V, V , R, R  and R and R ..

OperationOperation

When no input is applied, the quiescent conditions are formed and no output is present. As VWhen no input is applied, the quiescent conditions are formed and no output is present. As V
is at negative with respect to ground, the forward bias is decreased, for the positive half of theis at negative with respect to ground, the forward bias is decreased, for the positive half of the
input signal. As a result of this, the base current Iinput signal. As a result of this, the base current I  also gets decreased. also gets decreased.

The below figure shows the CB amplifier with self-bias circuit.The below figure shows the CB amplifier with self-bias circuit.
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As we know that,As we know that,

Both the collector current and emitter current get decreased.Both the collector current and emitter current get decreased.

The voltage drop across RThe voltage drop across R  is is

This VThis V  also gets decreased. also gets decreased.

As IAs I RR  decreases, V decreases, V  increases. It is because, increases. It is because,

Thus, a positive half cycle output is produced.Thus, a positive half cycle output is produced.

In CB configuration, a positive input produces a positive output and hence input and output areIn CB configuration, a positive input produces a positive output and hence input and output are
in phase. So, there is no phase reversal between input and output in a CB amplifier.in phase. So, there is no phase reversal between input and output in a CB amplifier.

If CB configuration is considered for amplification, it has low input impedance and high outputIf CB configuration is considered for amplification, it has low input impedance and high output
impedance. The voltage gain is also low compared to CE configuration. Hence CB configuredimpedance. The voltage gain is also low compared to CE configuration. Hence CB configured
amplifiers are used at high frequency applications.amplifiers are used at high frequency applications.

CE AmplifierCE Amplifier

The amplifier circuit that is formed using a CE configured transistor combination is called as CEThe amplifier circuit that is formed using a CE configured transistor combination is called as CE
amplifier.amplifier.
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ConstructionConstruction

The common emitter amplifier circuit using NPN transistor is as shown below, the input signalThe common emitter amplifier circuit using NPN transistor is as shown below, the input signal
being applied at emitter base junction and the output signal being taken from collector basebeing applied at emitter base junction and the output signal being taken from collector base
junction.junction.

The emitter base junction is forward biased by VThe emitter base junction is forward biased by V  and collector base junction is reverse biased and collector base junction is reverse biased
by Vby V . The operating point is adjusted with the help of resistors R. The operating point is adjusted with the help of resistors R  and R and R . Thus the values of. Thus the values of
II , I, I  and I and I  are decided by V are decided by V , V, V , R, R  and R and R ..

OperationOperation

When no input is applied, the quiescent conditions are formed and no output is present. WhenWhen no input is applied, the quiescent conditions are formed and no output is present. When
positive half of the signal is being applied, the voltage between base and emitter Vpositive half of the signal is being applied, the voltage between base and emitter V  is is
increased because it is already positive with respect to ground.increased because it is already positive with respect to ground.

As forward bias increases, the base current too increases accordingly. Since IAs forward bias increases, the base current too increases accordingly. Since I  = βI = βI , the, the
collector current increases as well.collector current increases as well.

The following circuit diagram shows a CE amplifier with self-bias circuit.The following circuit diagram shows a CE amplifier with self-bias circuit.
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The collector current when flows through RThe collector current when flows through R , the voltage drop increases., the voltage drop increases.

As a consequence of this, the voltage between collector and emitter decreases. Because,As a consequence of this, the voltage between collector and emitter decreases. Because,

Thus, the amplified voltage appears across RThus, the amplified voltage appears across R ..

Therefore, in a CE amplifier, as the positive going signal appears as a negative going signal, it isTherefore, in a CE amplifier, as the positive going signal appears as a negative going signal, it is
understood that there is a phase shift of 180understood that there is a phase shift of 180  between input and output. between input and output.

CE amplifier has a high input impedance and lower output impedance than CB amplifier. TheCE amplifier has a high input impedance and lower output impedance than CB amplifier. The
voltage gain and power gain are also high in CE amplifier and hence this is mostly used involtage gain and power gain are also high in CE amplifier and hence this is mostly used in
Audio amplifiers.Audio amplifiers.

CC AmplifierCC Amplifier

The amplifier circuit that is formed using a CC configured transistor combination is called as CCThe amplifier circuit that is formed using a CC configured transistor combination is called as CC
amplifier.amplifier.

ConstructionConstruction

The common collector amplifier circuit using NPN transistor is as shown below, the input signalThe common collector amplifier circuit using NPN transistor is as shown below, the input signal
being applied at base collector junction and the output signal being taken from emitter collectorbeing applied at base collector junction and the output signal being taken from emitter collector
junction.junction.
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The emitter base junction is forward biased by VThe emitter base junction is forward biased by V  and collector base junction is reverse biased and collector base junction is reverse biased
by Vby V . The Q-values of I. The Q-values of I  and I and I  are adjusted by R are adjusted by R  and R and R ..

OperationOperation

When no input is applied, the quiescent conditions are formed and no output is present. WhenWhen no input is applied, the quiescent conditions are formed and no output is present. When
positive half of the signal is being applied, the forward bias is increased because Vpositive half of the signal is being applied, the forward bias is increased because V  is positive is positive
with respect to collector or ground. With this, the base current Iwith respect to collector or ground. With this, the base current I  and the collector current I and the collector current I  are are
increased.increased.

The following circuit diagram shows a CC amplifier with self-bias circuit.The following circuit diagram shows a CC amplifier with self-bias circuit.

Consequently, the voltage drop across RConsequently, the voltage drop across R  i.e. the output voltage is increased. As a result, i.e. the output voltage is increased. As a result,
positive half cycle is obtained. As the input and output are in phase, there is no phase reversal.positive half cycle is obtained. As the input and output are in phase, there is no phase reversal.

If CC configuration is considered for amplification, though CC amplifier has better inputIf CC configuration is considered for amplification, though CC amplifier has better input
impedance and lower output impedance than CE amplifier, the voltage gain of CC is very lessimpedance and lower output impedance than CE amplifier, the voltage gain of CC is very less
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which limits its applications to impedance matching only.which limits its applications to impedance matching only.

Comparison between CB CE CC AmplifiersComparison between CB CE CC Amplifiers

Let us compare the characteristic details of CB, CE, and CC amplifiers.Let us compare the characteristic details of CB, CE, and CC amplifiers.

CharacteristicCharacteristic CECE CBCB CCCC

Input resistanceInput resistance Low (1K to 2K)Low (1K to 2K) Very low (30-150 Ω)Very low (30-150 Ω) High (20-500 KΩ)High (20-500 KΩ)

Output resistanceOutput resistance Large (≈ 50 K)Large (≈ 50 K) High (≈ 500 K)High (≈ 500 K) Low (50-1000 KΩ)Low (50-1000 KΩ)

Current gainCurrent gain B highB high α < 1α < 1 High (1 + β)High (1 + β)

Voltage gainVoltage gain High (≈ 1500)High (≈ 1500) High (≈ 1500)High (≈ 1500) Less than oneLess than one

Power gainPower gain High (≈ 10,000)High (≈ 10,000) High (≈ 7500)High (≈ 7500) Low (250-500)Low (250-500)

Phase between inputPhase between input
and outputand output reversedreversed samesame samesame

Due to the compatibility and characteristic features, the common-emitter configuration is mostlyDue to the compatibility and characteristic features, the common-emitter configuration is mostly
used in amplifier circuits.used in amplifier circuits.



Multi-Stage Transistor AmplifierMulti-Stage Transistor Amplifier

In practical applications, the output of a single state amplifier is usually insufficient, though it is aIn practical applications, the output of a single state amplifier is usually insufficient, though it is a
voltage or power amplifier. Hence they are replaced by voltage or power amplifier. Hence they are replaced by Multi-stage transistor amplifiersMulti-stage transistor amplifiers..

In Multi-stage amplifiers, the output of first stage is coupled to the input of next stage using aIn Multi-stage amplifiers, the output of first stage is coupled to the input of next stage using a
coupling device. These coupling devices can usually be a capacitor or a transformer. Thiscoupling device. These coupling devices can usually be a capacitor or a transformer. This
process of joining two amplifier stages using a coupling device can be called as process of joining two amplifier stages using a coupling device can be called as CascadingCascading..

The following figure shows a two-stage amplifier connected in cascade.The following figure shows a two-stage amplifier connected in cascade.

The overall gain is the product of voltage gain of individual stages.The overall gain is the product of voltage gain of individual stages.

Where AWhere A  = Overall gain, A = Overall gain, A  = Voltage gain of 1 = Voltage gain of 1  stage, and A stage, and A  = Voltage gain of 2 = Voltage gain of 2  stage. stage.

If there are If there are nn number of stages, the product of voltage gains of those  number of stages, the product of voltage gains of those nn stages will be the overall stages will be the overall
gain of that multistage amplifier circuit.gain of that multistage amplifier circuit.

Purpose of coupling devicePurpose of coupling device

The basic purposes of a coupling device areThe basic purposes of a coupling device are

To transfer the AC from the output of one stage to the input of next stage.To transfer the AC from the output of one stage to the input of next stage.

To block the DC to pass from the output of one stage to the input of next stage, whichTo block the DC to pass from the output of one stage to the input of next stage, which
means to isolate the DC conditions.means to isolate the DC conditions.

Types of CouplingTypes of Coupling

Joining one amplifier stage with the other in cascade, using coupling devices form a Joining one amplifier stage with the other in cascade, using coupling devices form a Multi-stageMulti-stage
amplifier circuitamplifier circuit. There are . There are fourfour basic methods of coupling, using these coupling devices such basic methods of coupling, using these coupling devices such
as resistors, capacitors, transformers etc. Let us have an idea about them.as resistors, capacitors, transformers etc. Let us have an idea about them.

Resistance-Capacitance CouplingResistance-Capacitance Coupling

This is the mostly used method of coupling, formed using simple This is the mostly used method of coupling, formed using simple resistor-capacitorresistor-capacitor
combination. The capacitor which allows AC and blocks DC is the main coupling element usedcombination. The capacitor which allows AC and blocks DC is the main coupling element used
here.here.
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The coupling capacitor passes the AC from the output of one stage to the input of its next stage.The coupling capacitor passes the AC from the output of one stage to the input of its next stage.
While blocking the DC components from DC bias voltages to effect the next stage. Let us getWhile blocking the DC components from DC bias voltages to effect the next stage. Let us get
into the details of this method of coupling in the coming chapters.into the details of this method of coupling in the coming chapters.

Impedance CouplingImpedance Coupling

The coupling network that uses The coupling network that uses inductanceinductance and  and capacitancecapacitance as coupling elements can be as coupling elements can be
called as Impedance coupling network.called as Impedance coupling network.

In this impedance coupling method, the impedance of coupling coil depends on its inductanceIn this impedance coupling method, the impedance of coupling coil depends on its inductance
and signal frequency which is and signal frequency which is jwLjwL. This method is not so popular and is seldom employed.. This method is not so popular and is seldom employed.

Transformer CouplingTransformer Coupling

The coupling method that uses a The coupling method that uses a transformer as the couplingtransformer as the coupling device can be called as device can be called as
Transformer coupling. There is no capacitor used in this method of coupling because theTransformer coupling. There is no capacitor used in this method of coupling because the
transformer itself conveys the AC component directly to the base of second stage.transformer itself conveys the AC component directly to the base of second stage.

The secondary winding of the transformer provides a base return path and hence there is noThe secondary winding of the transformer provides a base return path and hence there is no
need of base resistance. This coupling is popular for its efficiency and its impedance matchingneed of base resistance. This coupling is popular for its efficiency and its impedance matching
and hence it is mostly used.and hence it is mostly used.

Direct CouplingDirect Coupling

If the previous amplifier stage is connected to the next amplifier stage directly, it is called asIf the previous amplifier stage is connected to the next amplifier stage directly, it is called as
direct couplingdirect coupling. The individual amplifier stage bias conditions are so designed that the stages. The individual amplifier stage bias conditions are so designed that the stages
can be directly connected without DC isolation.can be directly connected without DC isolation.

The direct coupling method is mostly used when the load is connected in series, with the outputThe direct coupling method is mostly used when the load is connected in series, with the output
terminal of the active circuit element. For example, head-phones, loud speakers etc.terminal of the active circuit element. For example, head-phones, loud speakers etc.

Role of Capacitors in AmplifiersRole of Capacitors in Amplifiers

Other than the coupling purpose, there are other purposes for which few capacitors areOther than the coupling purpose, there are other purposes for which few capacitors are
especially employed in amplifiers. To understand this, let us know about the role of capacitors inespecially employed in amplifiers. To understand this, let us know about the role of capacitors in
Amplifiers.Amplifiers.

The Input Capacitor CThe Input Capacitor C

The input capacitor CThe input capacitor C  present at the initial stage of the amplifier, couples AC signal to the base present at the initial stage of the amplifier, couples AC signal to the base
of the transistor. This capacitor Cof the transistor. This capacitor C  if not present, the signal source will be in parallel to resistor if not present, the signal source will be in parallel to resistor
RR  and the bias voltage of the transistor base will be changed. and the bias voltage of the transistor base will be changed.

Hence CHence C  allows, the AC signal from source to flow into input circuit, without affecting the bias allows, the AC signal from source to flow into input circuit, without affecting the bias
conditions.conditions.

The Emitter By-pass Capacitor CThe Emitter By-pass Capacitor C

The emitter by-pass capacitor CThe emitter by-pass capacitor C  is connected in parallel to the emitter resistor. It offers a low is connected in parallel to the emitter resistor. It offers a low
reactance path to the amplified AC signal.reactance path to the amplified AC signal.
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In the absence of this capacitor, the voltage developed across RIn the absence of this capacitor, the voltage developed across R  will feedback to the input side will feedback to the input side
thereby reducing the output voltage. Thus in the presence of Cthereby reducing the output voltage. Thus in the presence of C  the amplified AC will pass the amplified AC will pass
through this.through this.

Coupling Capacitor CCoupling Capacitor C

The capacitor CThe capacitor C  is the coupling capacitor that connects two stages and prevents DC is the coupling capacitor that connects two stages and prevents DC
interference between the stages and controls the operating point from shifting. This is alsointerference between the stages and controls the operating point from shifting. This is also
called as called as blocking capacitorblocking capacitor because it does not allow the DC voltage to pass through it. because it does not allow the DC voltage to pass through it.

In the absence of this capacitor, RIn the absence of this capacitor, R  will come in parallel with the resistance R will come in parallel with the resistance R  of the biasing of the biasing
network of the next stage and thereby changing the biasing conditions of the next stage.network of the next stage and thereby changing the biasing conditions of the next stage.

Amplifier ConsiderationAmplifier Consideration

For an amplifier circuit, the overall gain of the amplifier is an important consideration. To achieveFor an amplifier circuit, the overall gain of the amplifier is an important consideration. To achieve
maximum voltage gain, let us find the most suitable transistor configuration for cascading.maximum voltage gain, let us find the most suitable transistor configuration for cascading.

CC AmplifierCC Amplifier

Its voltage gain is less than unity.Its voltage gain is less than unity.

It is not suitable for intermediate stages.It is not suitable for intermediate stages.

CB AmplifierCB Amplifier

Its voltage gain is less than unity.Its voltage gain is less than unity.

Hence not suitable for cascading.Hence not suitable for cascading.

CE AmplifierCE Amplifier

Its voltage gain is greater than unity.Its voltage gain is greater than unity.

Voltage gain is further increased by cascading.Voltage gain is further increased by cascading.

The characteristics of CE amplifier are such that, this configuration is very suitable for cascadingThe characteristics of CE amplifier are such that, this configuration is very suitable for cascading
in amplifier circuits. Hence most of the amplifier circuits use CE configuration.in amplifier circuits. Hence most of the amplifier circuits use CE configuration.

In the subsequent chapters of this tutorial, we will explain the types of coupling amplifiers.In the subsequent chapters of this tutorial, we will explain the types of coupling amplifiers.
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RC Coupling AmplifierRC Coupling Amplifier

The resistance-capacitance coupling is, in short termed as RC coupling. This is the mostly usedThe resistance-capacitance coupling is, in short termed as RC coupling. This is the mostly used
coupling technique in amplifiers.coupling technique in amplifiers.

Construction of a Two-stage RC Coupled AmplifierConstruction of a Two-stage RC Coupled Amplifier

The constructional details of a two-stage RC coupled transistor amplifier circuit are as follows.The constructional details of a two-stage RC coupled transistor amplifier circuit are as follows.
The two stage amplifier circuit has two transistors, connected in CE configuration and aThe two stage amplifier circuit has two transistors, connected in CE configuration and a
common power supply Vcommon power supply V  is used. The potential divider network R is used. The potential divider network R  and R and R  and the resistor R and the resistor R
form the biasing and stabilization network. The emitter by-pass capacitor Cform the biasing and stabilization network. The emitter by-pass capacitor C  offers a low offers a low
reactance path to the signal.reactance path to the signal.

The resistor RThe resistor R  is used as a load impedance. The input capacitor C is used as a load impedance. The input capacitor C  present at the initial stage present at the initial stage
of the amplifier couples AC signal to the base of the transistor. The capacitor Cof the amplifier couples AC signal to the base of the transistor. The capacitor C  is the coupling is the coupling
capacitor that connects two stages and prevents DC interference between the stages andcapacitor that connects two stages and prevents DC interference between the stages and
controls the shift of operating point. The figure below shows the circuit diagram of RC coupledcontrols the shift of operating point. The figure below shows the circuit diagram of RC coupled
amplifier.amplifier.

Operation of RC Coupled AmplifierOperation of RC Coupled Amplifier

When an AC input signal is applied to the base of first transistor, it gets amplified and appears atWhen an AC input signal is applied to the base of first transistor, it gets amplified and appears at
the collector load Rthe collector load R  which is then passed through the coupling capacitor C which is then passed through the coupling capacitor C  to the next stage. to the next stage.
This becomes the input of the next stage, whose amplified output again appears across itsThis becomes the input of the next stage, whose amplified output again appears across its
collector load. Thus the signal is amplified in stage by stage action.collector load. Thus the signal is amplified in stage by stage action.

The important point that has to be noted here is that the total gain is less than the product of theThe important point that has to be noted here is that the total gain is less than the product of the
gains of individual stages. This is because when a second stage is made to follow the firstgains of individual stages. This is because when a second stage is made to follow the first
stage, the stage, the effective load resistanceeffective load resistance of the first stage is reduced due to the shunting effect of of the first stage is reduced due to the shunting effect of
the input resistance of the second stage. Hence, in a multistage amplifier, only the gain of thethe input resistance of the second stage. Hence, in a multistage amplifier, only the gain of the
last stage remains unchanged.last stage remains unchanged.
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As we consider a two stage amplifier here, the output phase is same as input. Because theAs we consider a two stage amplifier here, the output phase is same as input. Because the
phase reversal is done two times by the two stage CE configured amplifier circuit.phase reversal is done two times by the two stage CE configured amplifier circuit.

Frequency Response of RC Coupled AmplifierFrequency Response of RC Coupled Amplifier

Frequency response curve is a graph that indicates the relationship between voltage gain andFrequency response curve is a graph that indicates the relationship between voltage gain and
function of frequency. The frequency response of a RC coupled amplifier is as shown in thefunction of frequency. The frequency response of a RC coupled amplifier is as shown in the
following graph.following graph.

From the above graph, it is understood that the frequency rolls off or decreases for theFrom the above graph, it is understood that the frequency rolls off or decreases for the
frequencies below 50Hz and for the frequencies above 20 KHz. whereas the voltage gain for thefrequencies below 50Hz and for the frequencies above 20 KHz. whereas the voltage gain for the
range of frequencies between 50Hz and 20 KHz is constant.range of frequencies between 50Hz and 20 KHz is constant.

We know that,We know that,

It means that the capacitive reactance is inversely proportional to the frequency.It means that the capacitive reactance is inversely proportional to the frequency.

At Low frequencies (i.e. below 50 Hz)At Low frequencies (i.e. below 50 Hz)

The capacitive reactance is inversely proportional to the frequency. At low frequencies, theThe capacitive reactance is inversely proportional to the frequency. At low frequencies, the
reactance is quite high. The reactance of input capacitor Creactance is quite high. The reactance of input capacitor C  and the coupling capacitor C and the coupling capacitor C  are are
so high that only small part of the input signal is allowed. The reactance of the emitter by passso high that only small part of the input signal is allowed. The reactance of the emitter by pass
capacitor Ccapacitor C  is also very high during low frequencies. Hence it cannot shunt the emitter is also very high during low frequencies. Hence it cannot shunt the emitter
resistance effectively. With all these factors, the voltage gain rolls off at low frequencies.resistance effectively. With all these factors, the voltage gain rolls off at low frequencies.

At High frequencies (i.e. above 20 KHz)At High frequencies (i.e. above 20 KHz)

Again considering the same point, we know that the capacitive reactance is low at highAgain considering the same point, we know that the capacitive reactance is low at high
frequencies. So, a capacitor behaves as a short circuit, at high frequencies. As a result of this,frequencies. So, a capacitor behaves as a short circuit, at high frequencies. As a result of this,
the loading effect of the next stage increases, which reduces the voltage gain. Along with this,the loading effect of the next stage increases, which reduces the voltage gain. Along with this,
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as the capacitance of emitter diode decreases, it increases the base current of the transistoras the capacitance of emitter diode decreases, it increases the base current of the transistor
due to which the current gain (β) reduces. Hence the voltage gain rolls off at high frequencies.due to which the current gain (β) reduces. Hence the voltage gain rolls off at high frequencies.

At Mid-frequencies (i.e. 50 Hz to 20 KHz)At Mid-frequencies (i.e. 50 Hz to 20 KHz)

The voltage gain of the capacitors is maintained constant in this range of frequencies, as shownThe voltage gain of the capacitors is maintained constant in this range of frequencies, as shown
in figure. If the frequency increases, the reactance of the capacitor Cin figure. If the frequency increases, the reactance of the capacitor C  decreases which tends to decreases which tends to
increase the gain. But this lower capacitance reactive increases the loading effect of the nextincrease the gain. But this lower capacitance reactive increases the loading effect of the next
stage by which there is a reduction in gain.stage by which there is a reduction in gain.

Due to these two factors, the gain is maintained constant.Due to these two factors, the gain is maintained constant.

Advantages of RC Coupled AmplifierAdvantages of RC Coupled Amplifier

The following are the advantages of RC coupled amplifier.The following are the advantages of RC coupled amplifier.

The frequency response of RC amplifier provides constant gain over a wide frequencyThe frequency response of RC amplifier provides constant gain over a wide frequency
range, hence most suitable for audio applications.range, hence most suitable for audio applications.

The circuit is simple and has lower cost because it employs resistors and capacitorsThe circuit is simple and has lower cost because it employs resistors and capacitors
which are cheap.which are cheap.

It becomes more compact with the upgrading technology.It becomes more compact with the upgrading technology.

Disadvantages of RC Coupled AmplifierDisadvantages of RC Coupled Amplifier

The following are the disadvantages of RC coupled amplifier.The following are the disadvantages of RC coupled amplifier.

The voltage and power gain are low because of the effective load resistance.The voltage and power gain are low because of the effective load resistance.

They become noisy with age.They become noisy with age.

Due to poor impedance matching, power transfer will be low.Due to poor impedance matching, power transfer will be low.

Applications of RC Coupled AmplifierApplications of RC Coupled Amplifier

The following are the applications of RC coupled amplifier.The following are the applications of RC coupled amplifier.

They have excellent audio fidelity over a wide range of frequency.They have excellent audio fidelity over a wide range of frequency.

Widely used as Voltage amplifiersWidely used as Voltage amplifiers

Due to poor impedance matching, RC coupling is rarely used in the final stages.Due to poor impedance matching, RC coupling is rarely used in the final stages.
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Transformer Coupled AmplifierTransformer Coupled Amplifier

We have observed that the main drawback of RC coupled amplifier is that the effective loadWe have observed that the main drawback of RC coupled amplifier is that the effective load
resistance gets reduced. This is because, the input impedance of an amplifier is low, while itsresistance gets reduced. This is because, the input impedance of an amplifier is low, while its
output impedance is high.output impedance is high.

When they are coupled to make a multistage amplifier, the high output impedance of one stageWhen they are coupled to make a multistage amplifier, the high output impedance of one stage
comes in parallel with the low input impedance of next stage. Hence, effective load resistance iscomes in parallel with the low input impedance of next stage. Hence, effective load resistance is
decreased. This problem can be overcome by a decreased. This problem can be overcome by a transformer coupled amplifiertransformer coupled amplifier..

In a transformer-coupled amplifier, the stages of amplifier are coupled using a transformer. LetIn a transformer-coupled amplifier, the stages of amplifier are coupled using a transformer. Let
us go into the constructional and operational details of a transformer coupled amplifier.us go into the constructional and operational details of a transformer coupled amplifier.

Construction of Transformer Coupled AmplifierConstruction of Transformer Coupled Amplifier

The amplifier circuit in which, the previous stage is connected to the next stage using a couplingThe amplifier circuit in which, the previous stage is connected to the next stage using a coupling
transformer, is called as Transformer coupled amplifier.transformer, is called as Transformer coupled amplifier.

The coupling transformer TThe coupling transformer T  is used to feed the output of 1 is used to feed the output of 1  stage to the input of 2 stage to the input of 2  stage. The stage. The
collector load is replaced by the primary winding of the transformer. The secondary winding iscollector load is replaced by the primary winding of the transformer. The secondary winding is
connected between the potential divider and the base of 2connected between the potential divider and the base of 2  stage, which provides the input to stage, which provides the input to
the 2the 2  stage. Instead of coupling capacitor like in RC coupled amplifier, a transformer is used stage. Instead of coupling capacitor like in RC coupled amplifier, a transformer is used
for coupling any two stages, in the transformer coupled amplifier circuit.for coupling any two stages, in the transformer coupled amplifier circuit.

The figure below shows the circuit diagram of transformer coupled amplifier.The figure below shows the circuit diagram of transformer coupled amplifier.

The potential divider network RThe potential divider network R  and R and R  and the resistor R and the resistor R  together form the biasing and together form the biasing and
stabilization network. The emitter by-pass capacitor Cstabilization network. The emitter by-pass capacitor C  offers a low reactance path to the signal. offers a low reactance path to the signal.
The resistor RThe resistor R  is used as a load impedance. The input capacitor C is used as a load impedance. The input capacitor C  present at the initial stage present at the initial stage
of the amplifier couples AC signal to the base of the transistor. The capacitor Cof the amplifier couples AC signal to the base of the transistor. The capacitor C  is the coupling is the coupling
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capacitor that connects two stages and prevents DC interference between the stages andcapacitor that connects two stages and prevents DC interference between the stages and
controls the shift of operating point.controls the shift of operating point.

Operation of Transformer Coupled AmplifierOperation of Transformer Coupled Amplifier

When an AC signal is applied to the input of the base of the first transistor then it gets amplifiedWhen an AC signal is applied to the input of the base of the first transistor then it gets amplified
by the transistor and appears at the collector to which the primary of the transformer isby the transistor and appears at the collector to which the primary of the transformer is
connected.connected.

The transformer which is used as a coupling device in this circuit has the property of impedanceThe transformer which is used as a coupling device in this circuit has the property of impedance
changing, which means the low resistance of a stage (or load) can be reflected as a high loadchanging, which means the low resistance of a stage (or load) can be reflected as a high load
resistance to the previous stage. Hence the voltage at the primary is transferred according toresistance to the previous stage. Hence the voltage at the primary is transferred according to
the turns ratio of the secondary winding of the transformer.the turns ratio of the secondary winding of the transformer.

This transformer coupling provides good impedance matching between the stages of amplifier.This transformer coupling provides good impedance matching between the stages of amplifier.
The transformer coupled amplifier is generally used for power amplification.The transformer coupled amplifier is generally used for power amplification.

Frequency Response of Transformer Coupled AmplifierFrequency Response of Transformer Coupled Amplifier

The figure below shows the frequency response of a transformer coupled amplifier. The gain ofThe figure below shows the frequency response of a transformer coupled amplifier. The gain of
the amplifier is constant only for a small range of frequencies. The output voltage is equal to thethe amplifier is constant only for a small range of frequencies. The output voltage is equal to the
collector current multiplied by the reactance of primary.collector current multiplied by the reactance of primary.

At low frequencies, the reactance of primary begins to fall, resulting in decreased gain. At highAt low frequencies, the reactance of primary begins to fall, resulting in decreased gain. At high
frequencies, the capacitance between turns of windings acts as a bypass condenser to reducefrequencies, the capacitance between turns of windings acts as a bypass condenser to reduce
the output voltage and hence gain.the output voltage and hence gain.

So, the amplification of audio signals will not be proportionate and some distortion will also getSo, the amplification of audio signals will not be proportionate and some distortion will also get
introduced, which is called as introduced, which is called as Frequency distortionFrequency distortion..

Advantages of Transformer Coupled AmplifierAdvantages of Transformer Coupled Amplifier

The following are the advantages of a transformer coupled amplifier −The following are the advantages of a transformer coupled amplifier −

An excellent impedance matching is provided.An excellent impedance matching is provided.

Gain achieved is higher.Gain achieved is higher.

There will be no power loss in collector and base resistors.There will be no power loss in collector and base resistors.



Efficient in operation.Efficient in operation.

Disadvantages of Transformer Coupled AmplifierDisadvantages of Transformer Coupled Amplifier

The following are the disadvantages of a transformer coupled amplifier −The following are the disadvantages of a transformer coupled amplifier −

Though the gain is high, it varies considerably with frequency. Hence a poor frequencyThough the gain is high, it varies considerably with frequency. Hence a poor frequency
response.response.

Frequency distortion is higher.Frequency distortion is higher.

Transformers tend to produce hum noise.Transformers tend to produce hum noise.

Transformers are bulky and costly.Transformers are bulky and costly.

ApplicationsApplications

The following are the applications of a transformer coupled amplifier −The following are the applications of a transformer coupled amplifier −

Mostly used for impedance matching purposes.Mostly used for impedance matching purposes.

Used for Power amplification.Used for Power amplification.

Used in applications where maximum power transfer is needed.Used in applications where maximum power transfer is needed.



Direct Coupled AmplifierDirect Coupled Amplifier

The other type of coupling amplifier is the direct coupled amplifier, which is especially used toThe other type of coupling amplifier is the direct coupled amplifier, which is especially used to
amplify lower frequencies, such as amplifying photo-electric current or thermo-couple current oramplify lower frequencies, such as amplifying photo-electric current or thermo-couple current or
so.so.

Direct Coupled AmplifierDirect Coupled Amplifier

As no coupling devices are used, the coupling of the amplifier stages is done directly and henceAs no coupling devices are used, the coupling of the amplifier stages is done directly and hence
called as called as Direct coupled amplifierDirect coupled amplifier..

ConstructionConstruction

The figure below indicates the three stage direct coupled transistor amplifier. The output of firstThe figure below indicates the three stage direct coupled transistor amplifier. The output of first
stage transistor Tstage transistor T  is connected to the input of second stage transistor T is connected to the input of second stage transistor T ..

The transistor in the first stage will be an NPN transistor, while the transistor in the next stageThe transistor in the first stage will be an NPN transistor, while the transistor in the next stage
will be a PNP transistor and so on. This is because, the variations in one transistor tend towill be a PNP transistor and so on. This is because, the variations in one transistor tend to
cancel the variations in the other. The rise in the collector current and the variation in β of onecancel the variations in the other. The rise in the collector current and the variation in β of one
transistor gets cancelled by the decrease in the other.transistor gets cancelled by the decrease in the other.

OperationOperation

The input signal when applied at the base of transistor TThe input signal when applied at the base of transistor T , it gets amplified due to the transistor, it gets amplified due to the transistor
action and the amplified output appears at the collector resistor Raction and the amplified output appears at the collector resistor R  of transistor T of transistor T . This output is. This output is
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applied to the base of transistor Tapplied to the base of transistor T  which further amplifies the signal. In this way, a signal is which further amplifies the signal. In this way, a signal is
amplified in a direct coupled amplifier circuit.amplified in a direct coupled amplifier circuit.

AdvantagesAdvantages

The advantages of direct coupled amplifier are as follows.The advantages of direct coupled amplifier are as follows.

The circuit arrangement is simple because of minimum use of resistors.The circuit arrangement is simple because of minimum use of resistors.

The circuit is of low cost because of the absence of expensive coupling devices.The circuit is of low cost because of the absence of expensive coupling devices.

DisadvantagesDisadvantages

The disadvantages of direct coupled amplifier are as follows.The disadvantages of direct coupled amplifier are as follows.

It cannot be used for amplifying high frequencies.It cannot be used for amplifying high frequencies.

The operating point is shifted due to temperature variations.The operating point is shifted due to temperature variations.

ApplicationsApplications

The applications of direct coupled amplifier are as follows.The applications of direct coupled amplifier are as follows.

Low frequency amplifications.Low frequency amplifications.

Low current amplifications.Low current amplifications.

ComparisionsComparisions

Let us try to compare the characteristics of different types of coupling methods discussed tillLet us try to compare the characteristics of different types of coupling methods discussed till
now.now.

S.NoS.No ParticularParticular RC CouplingRC Coupling TransformerTransformer
CouplingCoupling Direct CouplingDirect Coupling

11
FrequencyFrequency
responseresponse

Excellent in audioExcellent in audio
frequency rangefrequency range PoorPoor BestBest

22 CostCost LessLess MoreMore LeastLeast

33
Space andSpace and

WeightWeight LessLess MoreMore LeastLeast

44
ImpedanceImpedance
matchingmatching Not goodNot good ExcellentExcellent GoodGood

55 UseUse For voltageFor voltage
amplificationamplification

For PowerFor Power
amplificationamplification

For amplifying extremelyFor amplifying extremely
low frequencieslow frequencies
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Power AmplifiersPower Amplifiers

In practice, any amplifier consists of few stages of amplification. If we consider audioIn practice, any amplifier consists of few stages of amplification. If we consider audio
amplification, it has several stages of amplification, depending upon our requirement.amplification, it has several stages of amplification, depending upon our requirement.

Power AmplifierPower Amplifier

After the audio signal is converted into electrical signal, it has several voltage amplificationsAfter the audio signal is converted into electrical signal, it has several voltage amplifications
done, after which the power amplification of the amplified signal is done just before the louddone, after which the power amplification of the amplified signal is done just before the loud
speaker stage. This is clearly shown in the below figure.speaker stage. This is clearly shown in the below figure.

While the voltage amplifier raises the voltage level of the signal, the power amplifier raises theWhile the voltage amplifier raises the voltage level of the signal, the power amplifier raises the
power level of the signal. Besides raising the power level, it can also be said that a powerpower level of the signal. Besides raising the power level, it can also be said that a power
amplifier is a device which converts DC power to AC power and whose action is controlled byamplifier is a device which converts DC power to AC power and whose action is controlled by
the input signal.the input signal.

The DC power is distributed according to the relation,The DC power is distributed according to the relation,

DC power input = AC power output + lossesDC power input = AC power output + losses

Power TransistorPower Transistor

For such Power amplification, a normal transistor would not do. A transistor that isFor such Power amplification, a normal transistor would not do. A transistor that is
manufactured to suit the purpose of power amplification is called as a manufactured to suit the purpose of power amplification is called as a Power transistorPower transistor..

A Power transistor differs from the other transistors, in the following factors.A Power transistor differs from the other transistors, in the following factors.

It is larger in size, in order to handle large powers.It is larger in size, in order to handle large powers.

The collector region of the transistor is made large and a heat sink is placed at theThe collector region of the transistor is made large and a heat sink is placed at the
collector-base junction in order to minimize heat generated.collector-base junction in order to minimize heat generated.

The emitter and base regions of a power transistor are heavily doped.The emitter and base regions of a power transistor are heavily doped.

Due to the low input resistance, it requires low input power.Due to the low input resistance, it requires low input power.

Hence there is a lot of difference in voltage amplification and power amplification. So, let us nowHence there is a lot of difference in voltage amplification and power amplification. So, let us now
try to get into the details to understand the differences between a voltage amplifier and a powertry to get into the details to understand the differences between a voltage amplifier and a power
amplifier.amplifier.

Difference between Voltage and Power AmplifiersDifference between Voltage and Power Amplifiers



Let us try to differentiate between voltage and power amplifier.Let us try to differentiate between voltage and power amplifier.

Voltage AmplifierVoltage Amplifier

The function of a voltage amplifier is to raise the voltage level of the signal. A voltage amplifier isThe function of a voltage amplifier is to raise the voltage level of the signal. A voltage amplifier is
designed to achieve maximum voltage amplification.designed to achieve maximum voltage amplification.

The voltage gain of an amplifier is given byThe voltage gain of an amplifier is given by

The characteristics of a voltage amplifier are as follows −The characteristics of a voltage amplifier are as follows −

The base of the transistor should be thin and hence the value of β should be greaterThe base of the transistor should be thin and hence the value of β should be greater
than 100.than 100.

The resistance of the input resistor RThe resistance of the input resistor R  should be low when compared to collector load should be low when compared to collector load
RR ..

The collector load RThe collector load R  should be relatively high. To permit high collector load, the should be relatively high. To permit high collector load, the
voltage amplifiers are always operated at low collector current.voltage amplifiers are always operated at low collector current.

The voltage amplifiers are used for small signal voltages.The voltage amplifiers are used for small signal voltages.

Power AmplifierPower Amplifier

The function of a power amplifier is to raise the power level of input signal. It is required toThe function of a power amplifier is to raise the power level of input signal. It is required to
deliver a large amount of power and has to handle large current.deliver a large amount of power and has to handle large current.

The characteristics of a power amplifier are as follows −The characteristics of a power amplifier are as follows −

The base of transistor is made thicken to handle large currents. The value of β being (βThe base of transistor is made thicken to handle large currents. The value of β being (β
> 100) high.> 100) high.

The size of the transistor is made larger, in order to dissipate more heat, which isThe size of the transistor is made larger, in order to dissipate more heat, which is
produced during transistor operation.produced during transistor operation.

Transformer coupling is used for impedance matching.Transformer coupling is used for impedance matching.

Collector resistance is made low.Collector resistance is made low.

The comparison between voltage and power amplifiers is given below in a tabular form.The comparison between voltage and power amplifiers is given below in a tabular form.
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S.NoS.No ParticularParticular Voltage AmplifierVoltage Amplifier Power AmplifierPower Amplifier

11 ββ High (>100)High (>100) Low (5 to 20)Low (5 to 20)

22 RR High (4-10 KΩ)High (4-10 KΩ) Low (5 to 20 Ω)Low (5 to 20 Ω)

33 CouplingCoupling Usually R-C couplingUsually R-C coupling Invariably transformer couplingInvariably transformer coupling

44 Input voltageInput voltage Low (a few m V)Low (a few m V) High (2-4 V)High (2-4 V)

55 Collector currentCollector current Low (≈ 1 mA)Low (≈ 1 mA) High (> 100 mA)High (> 100 mA)

66 Power outputPower output LowLow HighHigh

77 Output impendenceOutput impendence High (≈ 12 K Ω)High (≈ 12 K Ω) Low (200 Ω)Low (200 Ω)

CC



Classification of Power AmplifiersClassification of Power Amplifiers

The Power amplifiers amplify the power level of the signal. This amplification is done in the lastThe Power amplifiers amplify the power level of the signal. This amplification is done in the last
stage in audio applications. The applications related to radio frequencies employ radio powerstage in audio applications. The applications related to radio frequencies employ radio power
amplifiers. But the amplifiers. But the operating pointoperating point of a transistor, plays a very important role in determining the of a transistor, plays a very important role in determining the
efficiency of the amplifier. The efficiency of the amplifier. The main classificationmain classification is done based on this mode of operation. is done based on this mode of operation.

The classification is done based on their frequencies and also based on their mode of operation.The classification is done based on their frequencies and also based on their mode of operation.

Classification Based on FrequenciesClassification Based on Frequencies

Power amplifiers are divided into two categories, based on the frequencies they handle. TheyPower amplifiers are divided into two categories, based on the frequencies they handle. They
are as follows.are as follows.

Audio Power AmplifiersAudio Power Amplifiers − The audio power amplifiers raise the power level of signals − The audio power amplifiers raise the power level of signals
that have audio frequency range (20 Hz to 20 KHz). They are also known as that have audio frequency range (20 Hz to 20 KHz). They are also known as SmallSmall
signal power amplifierssignal power amplifiers..

Radio Power AmplifiersRadio Power Amplifiers − Radio Power Amplifiers or tuned power amplifiers raise the − Radio Power Amplifiers or tuned power amplifiers raise the
power level of signals that have radio frequency range (3 KHz to 300 GHz). They arepower level of signals that have radio frequency range (3 KHz to 300 GHz). They are
also known as also known as large signal power amplifierslarge signal power amplifiers..

Classification Based on Mode of OperationClassification Based on Mode of Operation

On the basis of the mode of operation, i.e., the portion of the input cycle during which collectorOn the basis of the mode of operation, i.e., the portion of the input cycle during which collector
current flows, the power amplifiers may be classified as follows.current flows, the power amplifiers may be classified as follows.

Class A Power amplifierClass A Power amplifier − When the collector current flows at all times during the full − When the collector current flows at all times during the full
cycle of signal, the power amplifier is known as cycle of signal, the power amplifier is known as class A power amplifierclass A power amplifier..

Class B Power amplifierClass B Power amplifier − When the collector current flows only during the positive − When the collector current flows only during the positive
half cycle of the input signal, the power amplifier is known as half cycle of the input signal, the power amplifier is known as class B power amplifierclass B power amplifier..

Class C Power amplifierClass C Power amplifier − When the collector current flows for less than half cycle of − When the collector current flows for less than half cycle of
the input signal, the power amplifier is known as the input signal, the power amplifier is known as class C power amplifierclass C power amplifier..

There forms another amplifier called Class AB amplifier, if we combine the class A and class BThere forms another amplifier called Class AB amplifier, if we combine the class A and class B
amplifiers so as to utilize the advantages of both.amplifiers so as to utilize the advantages of both.

Before going into the details of these amplifiers, let us have a look at the important terms thatBefore going into the details of these amplifiers, let us have a look at the important terms that
have to be considered to determine the efficiency of an amplifier.have to be considered to determine the efficiency of an amplifier.

Terms Considering PerformanceTerms Considering Performance

The primary objective of a power amplifier is to obtain maximum output power. In order toThe primary objective of a power amplifier is to obtain maximum output power. In order to
achieve this, the important factors to be considered are collector efficiency, power dissipationachieve this, the important factors to be considered are collector efficiency, power dissipation
capability and distortion. Let us go through them in detail.capability and distortion. Let us go through them in detail.



Collector EfficiencyCollector Efficiency

This explains how well an amplifier converts DC power to AC power. When the DC supply isThis explains how well an amplifier converts DC power to AC power. When the DC supply is
given by the battery but no AC signal input is given, the collector output at such a condition isgiven by the battery but no AC signal input is given, the collector output at such a condition is
observed as observed as collector efficiencycollector efficiency..

The collector efficiency is defined asThe collector efficiency is defined as

For example, if the battery supplies 15W and AC output power is 3W. Then the transistorFor example, if the battery supplies 15W and AC output power is 3W. Then the transistor
efficiency will be 20%.efficiency will be 20%.

The main aim of a power amplifier is to obtain maximum collector efficiency. Hence the higherThe main aim of a power amplifier is to obtain maximum collector efficiency. Hence the higher
the value of collector efficiency, the efficient the amplifier will be.the value of collector efficiency, the efficient the amplifier will be.

Power Dissipation CapacityPower Dissipation Capacity

Every transistor gets heated up during its operation. As a power transistor handles largeEvery transistor gets heated up during its operation. As a power transistor handles large
currents, it gets more heated up. This heat increases the temperature of the transistor, whichcurrents, it gets more heated up. This heat increases the temperature of the transistor, which
alters the operating point of the transistor.alters the operating point of the transistor.

So, in order to maintain the operating point stability, the temperature of the transistor has to beSo, in order to maintain the operating point stability, the temperature of the transistor has to be
kept in permissible limits. For this, the heat produced has to be dissipated. Such a capacity iskept in permissible limits. For this, the heat produced has to be dissipated. Such a capacity is
called as Power dissipation capability.called as Power dissipation capability.

Power dissipation capabilityPower dissipation capability can be defined as the ability of a power transistor to dissipate the can be defined as the ability of a power transistor to dissipate the
heat developed in it. Metal cases called heat sinks are used in order to dissipate the heatheat developed in it. Metal cases called heat sinks are used in order to dissipate the heat
produced in power transistors.produced in power transistors.

DistortionDistortion

A transistor is a non-linear device. When compared with the input, there occur few variations inA transistor is a non-linear device. When compared with the input, there occur few variations in
the output. In voltage amplifiers, this problem is not pre-dominant as small currents are used.the output. In voltage amplifiers, this problem is not pre-dominant as small currents are used.
But in power amplifiers, as large currents are in use, the problem of distortion certainly arises.But in power amplifiers, as large currents are in use, the problem of distortion certainly arises.

DistortionDistortion is defined as the change of output wave shape from the input wave shape of the is defined as the change of output wave shape from the input wave shape of the
amplifier. An amplifier that has lesser distortion, produces a better output and hence consideredamplifier. An amplifier that has lesser distortion, produces a better output and hence considered
efficient.efficient.
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Class A Power AmplifiersClass A Power Amplifiers

We have already come across the details of transistor biasing, which is very important for theWe have already come across the details of transistor biasing, which is very important for the
operation of a transistor as an amplifier. Hence to achieve faithful amplification, the biasing ofoperation of a transistor as an amplifier. Hence to achieve faithful amplification, the biasing of
the transistor has to be done such that the amplifier operates over the linear region.the transistor has to be done such that the amplifier operates over the linear region.

A Class A power amplifier is one in which the output current flows for the entire cycle of the ACA Class A power amplifier is one in which the output current flows for the entire cycle of the AC
input supply. Hence the complete signal present at the input is amplified at the output. Theinput supply. Hence the complete signal present at the input is amplified at the output. The
following figure shows the circuit diagram for Class A Power amplifier.following figure shows the circuit diagram for Class A Power amplifier.

From the above figure, it can be observed that the transformer is present at the collector as aFrom the above figure, it can be observed that the transformer is present at the collector as a
load. The use of transformer permits the impedance matching, resulting in the transference ofload. The use of transformer permits the impedance matching, resulting in the transference of
maximum power to the load e.g. loud speaker.maximum power to the load e.g. loud speaker.



The operating point of this amplifier is present in the linear region. It is so selected that theThe operating point of this amplifier is present in the linear region. It is so selected that the
current flows for the entire ac input cycle. The below figure explains the selection of operatingcurrent flows for the entire ac input cycle. The below figure explains the selection of operating
point.point.

The output characteristics with operating point Q is shown in the figure above. Here (IThe output characteristics with operating point Q is shown in the figure above. Here (I ))  and and
(V(V ))  represent no signal collector current and voltage between collector and emitter represent no signal collector current and voltage between collector and emitter
respectively. When signal is applied, the Q-point shifts to Qrespectively. When signal is applied, the Q-point shifts to Q  and Q and Q . The output current. The output current
increases to (Iincreases to (I ))  and decreases to (I and decreases to (I )) . Similarly, the collector-emitter voltage increases to. Similarly, the collector-emitter voltage increases to
(V(V ))  and decreases to (V and decreases to (V )) ..

D.C. Power drawn from collector battery VD.C. Power drawn from collector battery V  is given by is given by

This power is used in the following two parts −This power is used in the following two parts −

Power dissipated in the collector load as heat is given byPower dissipated in the collector load as heat is given by

Power given to transistor is given byPower given to transistor is given by

When signal is applied, the power given to transistor is used in the following two parts −When signal is applied, the power given to transistor is used in the following two parts −

A.C. Power developed across load resistors RC which constitutes the a.c. powerA.C. Power developed across load resistors RC which constitutes the a.c. power
output.output.
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Where Where II is the R.M.S. value of a.c. output current through load,  is the R.M.S. value of a.c. output current through load, VV is the R.M.S. value of is the R.M.S. value of
a.c. voltage, and a.c. voltage, and VV  is the maximum value of V. is the maximum value of V.

The D.C. power dissipated by the transistor (collector region) in the form of heat, i.e.,The D.C. power dissipated by the transistor (collector region) in the form of heat, i.e.,
(P(P ))

We have represented the whole power flow in the following diagram.We have represented the whole power flow in the following diagram.

This class A power amplifier can amplify small signals with least distortion and the output will beThis class A power amplifier can amplify small signals with least distortion and the output will be
an exact replica of the input with increased strength.an exact replica of the input with increased strength.

Let us now try to draw some expressions to represent efficiencies.Let us now try to draw some expressions to represent efficiencies.

Overall EfficiencyOverall Efficiency

The overall efficiency of the amplifier circuit is given byThe overall efficiency of the amplifier circuit is given by

Collector EfficiencyCollector Efficiency

The collector efficiency of the transistor is defined asThe collector efficiency of the transistor is defined as
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Expression for overall efficiencyExpression for overall efficiency

ThereforeTherefore

Advantages of Class A AmplifiersAdvantages of Class A Amplifiers

The advantages of Class A power amplifier are as follows −The advantages of Class A power amplifier are as follows −

The current flows for complete input cycleThe current flows for complete input cycle

It can amplify small signalsIt can amplify small signals

The output is same as inputThe output is same as input

No distortion is presentNo distortion is present

Disadvantages of Class A AmplifiersDisadvantages of Class A Amplifiers

The advantages of Class A power amplifier are as follows −The advantages of Class A power amplifier are as follows −

Low power outputLow power output

Low collector efficiencyLow collector efficiency
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Transformer Coupled Class A Power AmplifierTransformer Coupled Class A Power Amplifier

The class A power amplifier as discussed in the previous chapter, is the circuit in which theThe class A power amplifier as discussed in the previous chapter, is the circuit in which the
output current flows for the entire cycle of the AC input supply. We also have learnt about theoutput current flows for the entire cycle of the AC input supply. We also have learnt about the
disadvantages it has such as low output power and efficiency. In order to minimize those effects,disadvantages it has such as low output power and efficiency. In order to minimize those effects,
the transformer coupled class A power amplifier has been introduced.the transformer coupled class A power amplifier has been introduced.

The The construction of class A power amplifierconstruction of class A power amplifier can be understood with the help of below figure. can be understood with the help of below figure.
This is similar to the normal amplifier circuit but connected with a transformer in the collectorThis is similar to the normal amplifier circuit but connected with a transformer in the collector
load.load.

Here RHere R  and R and R  provide potential divider arrangement. The resistor Re provides stabilization, C provide potential divider arrangement. The resistor Re provides stabilization, C
is the bypass capacitor and Ris the bypass capacitor and R  to prevent a.c. voltage. The transformer used here is a step- to prevent a.c. voltage. The transformer used here is a step-
down transformer.down transformer.

The high impedance primary of the transformer is connected to the high impedance collectorThe high impedance primary of the transformer is connected to the high impedance collector
circuit. The low impedance secondary is connected to the load (generally loud speaker).circuit. The low impedance secondary is connected to the load (generally loud speaker).

Transformer ActionTransformer Action
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The transformer used in the collector circuit is for impedance matching. RThe transformer used in the collector circuit is for impedance matching. R  is the load is the load
connected in the secondary of a transformer. Rconnected in the secondary of a transformer. R ’ is the reflected load in the primary of the’ is the reflected load in the primary of the
transformer.transformer.

The number of turns in the primary are nThe number of turns in the primary are n  and the secondary are n and the secondary are n . Let V. Let V  and V and V  be the be the
primary and secondary voltages and Iprimary and secondary voltages and I  and I and I  be the primary and secondary currents be the primary and secondary currents
respectively. The below figure shows the transformer clearly.respectively. The below figure shows the transformer clearly.

We know thatWe know that

OrOr

HenceHence

But VBut V /I/I  = R = R ’ = effective input resistance’ = effective input resistance

And VAnd V /I/I  = R = R  = effective output resistance = effective output resistance

Therefore,Therefore,

WhereWhere
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A power amplifier may be matched by taking proper turn ratio in step down transformer.A power amplifier may be matched by taking proper turn ratio in step down transformer.

Circuit OperationCircuit Operation

If the peak value of the collector current due to signal is equal to zero signal collector current,If the peak value of the collector current due to signal is equal to zero signal collector current,
then the maximum a.c. power output is obtained. So, in order to achieve complete amplification,then the maximum a.c. power output is obtained. So, in order to achieve complete amplification,
the operating point should lie at the center of the load line.the operating point should lie at the center of the load line.

The operating point obviously varies when the signal is applied. The collector voltage varies inThe operating point obviously varies when the signal is applied. The collector voltage varies in
opposite phase to the collector current. The variation of collector voltage appears across theopposite phase to the collector current. The variation of collector voltage appears across the
primary of the transformer.primary of the transformer.

Circuit AnalysisCircuit Analysis

The power loss in the primary is assumed to be negligible, as its resistance is very small.The power loss in the primary is assumed to be negligible, as its resistance is very small.

The input power under dc condition will beThe input power under dc condition will be

Under maximum capacity of class A amplifier, voltage swings from (VUnder maximum capacity of class A amplifier, voltage swings from (V ))  to zero and current to zero and current
from (Ifrom (I ))  to zero. to zero.

HenceHence

Therefore,Therefore,

Therefore,Therefore,

Collector Efficiency = Collector Efficiency = 
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Or,Or,

The efficiency of a class A power amplifier is nearly than 30% whereas it has got improved toThe efficiency of a class A power amplifier is nearly than 30% whereas it has got improved to
50% by using the transformer coupled class A power amplifier.50% by using the transformer coupled class A power amplifier.

AdvantagesAdvantages

The advantages of transformer coupled class A power amplifier are as follows.The advantages of transformer coupled class A power amplifier are as follows.

No loss of signal power in the base or collector resistors.No loss of signal power in the base or collector resistors.

Excellent impedance matching is achieved.Excellent impedance matching is achieved.

Gain is high.Gain is high.

DC isolation is provided.DC isolation is provided.

DisadvantagesDisadvantages

The disadvantages of transformer coupled class A power amplifier are as follows.The disadvantages of transformer coupled class A power amplifier are as follows.

Low frequency signals are less amplified comparatively.Low frequency signals are less amplified comparatively.

Hum noise is introduced by transformers.Hum noise is introduced by transformers.

Transformers are bulky and costly.Transformers are bulky and costly.

Poor frequency response.Poor frequency response.

ApplicationsApplications

The applications of transformer coupled class A power amplifier are as follows.The applications of transformer coupled class A power amplifier are as follows.

This circuit is where impedance matching is the main criterion.This circuit is where impedance matching is the main criterion.

These are used as driver amplifiers and sometimes as output amplifiers.These are used as driver amplifiers and sometimes as output amplifiers.
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Push-Pull Class A Power AmplifierPush-Pull Class A Power Amplifier

So far, we have seen two types of class A power amplifiers. The main problems that should beSo far, we have seen two types of class A power amplifiers. The main problems that should be
dealt with are low power output and efficiency. It is possible to obtain greater power output anddealt with are low power output and efficiency. It is possible to obtain greater power output and
efficiency than that of the Class A amplifier by using a combinational transistor pair called asefficiency than that of the Class A amplifier by using a combinational transistor pair called as
Push-PullPush-Pull configuration. configuration.

In this circuit, we use two complementary transistors in the output stage with one transistorIn this circuit, we use two complementary transistors in the output stage with one transistor
being an NPN or N-channel type while the other transistor is a PNP or P-channel (thebeing an NPN or N-channel type while the other transistor is a PNP or P-channel (the
complement) type connected in order to operate them like complement) type connected in order to operate them like PUSH a transistor to ONPUSH a transistor to ON and  and PULLPULL
another transistor to OFFanother transistor to OFF at the same time. This push-pull configuration can be made in class at the same time. This push-pull configuration can be made in class
A, class B, class C or class AB amplifiers.A, class B, class C or class AB amplifiers.

Construction of Push-Pull Class A Power AmplifierConstruction of Push-Pull Class A Power Amplifier

The construction of the class A power amplifier circuit in push-pull configuration is shown as inThe construction of the class A power amplifier circuit in push-pull configuration is shown as in
the figure below. This arrangement mainly reduces the harmonic distortion introduced by thethe figure below. This arrangement mainly reduces the harmonic distortion introduced by the
non-linearity of the transfer characteristics of a single transistor amplifier.non-linearity of the transfer characteristics of a single transistor amplifier.

In Push-pull arrangement, the two identical transistors TIn Push-pull arrangement, the two identical transistors T  and T and T  have their emitter terminals have their emitter terminals
shorted. The input signal is applied to the transistors through the transformer Tshorted. The input signal is applied to the transistors through the transformer T  which provides which provides
opposite polarity signals to both the transistor bases. The collectors of both the transistors areopposite polarity signals to both the transistor bases. The collectors of both the transistors are
connected to the primary of output transformer Tconnected to the primary of output transformer T . Both the transformers are center tapped.. Both the transformers are center tapped.
The VThe V  supply is provided to the collectors of both the transistors through the primary of the supply is provided to the collectors of both the transistors through the primary of the
output transformer.output transformer.

The resistors RThe resistors R  and R and R  provide the biasing arrangement. The load is generally a loudspeaker provide the biasing arrangement. The load is generally a loudspeaker
which is connected across the secondary of the output transformer. The turns ratio of the outputwhich is connected across the secondary of the output transformer. The turns ratio of the output
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transformer is chosen in such a way that the load is well matched with the output impedance oftransformer is chosen in such a way that the load is well matched with the output impedance of
the transistor. So maximum power is delivered to the load by the amplifier.the transistor. So maximum power is delivered to the load by the amplifier.

Circuit OperationCircuit Operation

The output is collected from the output transformer TThe output is collected from the output transformer T . The primary of this transformer T. The primary of this transformer T  has has
practically no dc component through it. The transistors Tpractically no dc component through it. The transistors T  and T and T  have their collectors have their collectors
connected to the primary of transformer Tconnected to the primary of transformer T  so that their currents are equal in magnitude and so that their currents are equal in magnitude and
flow in opposite directions through the primary of transformer Tflow in opposite directions through the primary of transformer T ..

When the a.c. input signal is applied, the base of transistor TWhen the a.c. input signal is applied, the base of transistor T  is more positive while the base of is more positive while the base of
transistor Ttransistor T  is less positive. Hence the collector current i is less positive. Hence the collector current i  of transistor T of transistor T  increases while the increases while the
collector current icollector current i  of transistor T of transistor T  decreases. These currents flow in opposite directions in two decreases. These currents flow in opposite directions in two
halves of the primary of output transformer. Moreover, the flux produced by these currents willhalves of the primary of output transformer. Moreover, the flux produced by these currents will
also be in opposite directions.also be in opposite directions.

Hence, the voltage across the load will be induced voltage whose magnitude will be proportionalHence, the voltage across the load will be induced voltage whose magnitude will be proportional
to the difference of collector currents i.e.to the difference of collector currents i.e.

Similarly, for the negative input signal, the collector current iSimilarly, for the negative input signal, the collector current i  will be more than i will be more than i . In this case,. In this case,
the voltage developed across the load will again be due to the differencethe voltage developed across the load will again be due to the difference

As As 

The polarity of voltage induced across load will be reversed.The polarity of voltage induced across load will be reversed.

To have a better understanding, let us consider the below figure.To have a better understanding, let us consider the below figure.
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The overall operation results in an a.c. voltage induced in the secondary of output transformerThe overall operation results in an a.c. voltage induced in the secondary of output transformer
and hence a.c. power is delivered to that load.and hence a.c. power is delivered to that load.

It is understood that, during any given half cycle of input signal, one transistor is being driven (orIt is understood that, during any given half cycle of input signal, one transistor is being driven (or
pushed) deep into conduction while the other being non-conducting (pulled out). Hence thepushed) deep into conduction while the other being non-conducting (pulled out). Hence the
name name Push-pull amplifierPush-pull amplifier. The harmonic distortion in Push-pull amplifier is minimized such that. The harmonic distortion in Push-pull amplifier is minimized such that
all the even harmonics are eliminated.all the even harmonics are eliminated.

AdvantagesAdvantages

The advantages of class A Push-pull amplifier are as followsThe advantages of class A Push-pull amplifier are as follows

High a.c. output is obtained.High a.c. output is obtained.

The output is free from even harmonics.The output is free from even harmonics.

The effect of ripple voltages are balanced out. These are present in the power supplyThe effect of ripple voltages are balanced out. These are present in the power supply
due to inadequate filtering.due to inadequate filtering.

DisadvantagesDisadvantages

The disadvantages of class A Push-pull amplifier are as followsThe disadvantages of class A Push-pull amplifier are as follows

The transistors are to be identical, to produce equal amplification.The transistors are to be identical, to produce equal amplification.

Center-tapping is required for the transformers.Center-tapping is required for the transformers.

The transformers are bulky and costly.The transformers are bulky and costly.



Class B Power AmplifierClass B Power Amplifier

When the collector current flows only during the positive half cycle of the input signal, the powerWhen the collector current flows only during the positive half cycle of the input signal, the power
amplifier is known as amplifier is known as class B power amplifierclass B power amplifier..

Class B OperationClass B Operation

The biasing of the transistor in class B operation is in such a way that at zero signal condition,The biasing of the transistor in class B operation is in such a way that at zero signal condition,
there will be no collector current. The there will be no collector current. The operating pointoperating point is selected to be at collector cut off is selected to be at collector cut off
voltage. So, when the signal is applied, voltage. So, when the signal is applied, only the positive half cycleonly the positive half cycle is amplified at the output. is amplified at the output.

The figure below shows the input and output waveforms during class B operation.The figure below shows the input and output waveforms during class B operation.

When the signal is applied, the circuit is forward biased for the positive half cycle of the inputWhen the signal is applied, the circuit is forward biased for the positive half cycle of the input
and hence the collector current flows. But during the negative half cycle of the input, the circuitand hence the collector current flows. But during the negative half cycle of the input, the circuit
is reverse biased and the collector current will be absent. Hence is reverse biased and the collector current will be absent. Hence only the positive half cycleonly the positive half cycle is is
amplified at the output.amplified at the output.

As the negative half cycle is completely absent, the signal distortion will be high. Also, when theAs the negative half cycle is completely absent, the signal distortion will be high. Also, when the
applied signal increases, the power dissipation will be more. But when compared to class Aapplied signal increases, the power dissipation will be more. But when compared to class A
power amplifier, the output efficiency is increased.power amplifier, the output efficiency is increased.



Well, in order to minimize the disadvantages and achieve low distortion, high efficiency and highWell, in order to minimize the disadvantages and achieve low distortion, high efficiency and high
output power, the push-pull configuration is used in this class B amplifier.output power, the push-pull configuration is used in this class B amplifier.

Class B Push-Pull AmplifierClass B Push-Pull Amplifier

Though the efficiency of class B power amplifier is higher than class A, as only one half cycle ofThough the efficiency of class B power amplifier is higher than class A, as only one half cycle of
the input is used, the distortion is high. Also, the input power is not completely utilized. In orderthe input is used, the distortion is high. Also, the input power is not completely utilized. In order
to compensate these problems, the push-pull configuration is introduced in class B amplifier.to compensate these problems, the push-pull configuration is introduced in class B amplifier.

ConstructionConstruction

The circuit of a push-pull class B power amplifier consists of two identical transistors TThe circuit of a push-pull class B power amplifier consists of two identical transistors T  and T and T
whose bases are connected to the secondary of the center-tapped input transformer Twhose bases are connected to the secondary of the center-tapped input transformer T . The. The
emitters are shorted and the collectors are given the Vemitters are shorted and the collectors are given the V  supply through the primary of the supply through the primary of the
output transformer Toutput transformer T ..

The circuit arrangement of class B push-pull amplifier, is same as that of class A push-pullThe circuit arrangement of class B push-pull amplifier, is same as that of class A push-pull
amplifier except that the transistors are biased at cut off, instead of using the biasing resistors.amplifier except that the transistors are biased at cut off, instead of using the biasing resistors.
The figure below gives the detailing of the construction of a push-pull class B power amplifier.The figure below gives the detailing of the construction of a push-pull class B power amplifier.

The circuit operation of class B push pull amplifier is detailed below.The circuit operation of class B push pull amplifier is detailed below.

OperationOperation

The circuit of class B push-pull amplifier shown in the above figure clears that both theThe circuit of class B push-pull amplifier shown in the above figure clears that both the
transformers are center-tapped. When no signal is applied at the input, the transistors Ttransformers are center-tapped. When no signal is applied at the input, the transistors T  and T and T
are in cut off condition and hence no collector currents flow. As no current is drawn from Vare in cut off condition and hence no collector currents flow. As no current is drawn from V , no, no
power is wasted.power is wasted.

When input signal is given, it is applied to the input transformer TWhen input signal is given, it is applied to the input transformer T  which splits the signal into which splits the signal into
two signals that are 180two signals that are 180  out of phase with each other. These two signals are given to the two out of phase with each other. These two signals are given to the two
identical transistors Tidentical transistors T  and T and T . For the positive half cycle, the base of the transistor T. For the positive half cycle, the base of the transistor T  becomes becomes
positive and collector current flows. At the same time, the transistor Tpositive and collector current flows. At the same time, the transistor T  has negative half cycle, has negative half cycle,
which throws the transistor Twhich throws the transistor T  into cutoff condition and hence no collector current flows. The into cutoff condition and hence no collector current flows. The
waveform is produced as shown in the following figure.waveform is produced as shown in the following figure.
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For the next half cycle, the transistor TFor the next half cycle, the transistor T  gets into cut off condition and the transistor T gets into cut off condition and the transistor T  gets into gets into
conduction, to contribute the output. Hence for both the cycles, each transistor conductsconduction, to contribute the output. Hence for both the cycles, each transistor conducts
alternately. The output transformer Talternately. The output transformer T  serves to join the two currents producing an almost serves to join the two currents producing an almost
undistorted output waveform.undistorted output waveform.

Power Efficiency of Class B Push-Pull AmplifierPower Efficiency of Class B Push-Pull Amplifier

The current in each transistor is the average value of half sine loop.The current in each transistor is the average value of half sine loop.

For half sine loop, IFor half sine loop, I  is given by is given by

Therefore,Therefore,

Here factor 2 is introduced as there are two transistors in push-pull amplifier.Here factor 2 is introduced as there are two transistors in push-pull amplifier.

R.M.S. value of collector current = R.M.S. value of collector current = 

R.M.S. value of output voltage = R.M.S. value of output voltage = 

Under ideal conditions of maximum powerUnder ideal conditions of maximum power

Therefore,Therefore,
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Now overall maximum efficiencyNow overall maximum efficiency

The collector efficiency would be the same.The collector efficiency would be the same.

Hence the class B push-pull amplifier improves the efficiency than the class A push-pullHence the class B push-pull amplifier improves the efficiency than the class A push-pull
amplifier.amplifier.

Complementary Symmetry Push-Pull Class B AmplifierComplementary Symmetry Push-Pull Class B Amplifier

The push pull amplifier which was just discussed improves efficiency but the usage of center-The push pull amplifier which was just discussed improves efficiency but the usage of center-
tapped transformers makes the circuit bulky, heavy and costly. To make the circuit simple and totapped transformers makes the circuit bulky, heavy and costly. To make the circuit simple and to
improve the efficiency, the transistors used can be complemented, as shown in the followingimprove the efficiency, the transistors used can be complemented, as shown in the following
circuit diagram.circuit diagram.
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The above circuit employs a NPN transistor and a PNP transistor connected in push pullThe above circuit employs a NPN transistor and a PNP transistor connected in push pull
configuration. When the input signal is applied, during the positive half cycle of the input signal,configuration. When the input signal is applied, during the positive half cycle of the input signal,
the NPN transistor conducts and the PNP transistor cuts off. During the negative half cycle, thethe NPN transistor conducts and the PNP transistor cuts off. During the negative half cycle, the
NPN transistor cuts off and the PNP transistor conducts.NPN transistor cuts off and the PNP transistor conducts.

In this way, the NPN transistor amplifies during positive half cycle of the input, while PNPIn this way, the NPN transistor amplifies during positive half cycle of the input, while PNP
transistor amplifies during negative half cycle of the input. As the transistors are bothtransistor amplifies during negative half cycle of the input. As the transistors are both
complement to each other, yet act symmetrically while being connected in push pullcomplement to each other, yet act symmetrically while being connected in push pull
configuration of class B, this circuit is termed as configuration of class B, this circuit is termed as Complementary symmetry push pull class BComplementary symmetry push pull class B
amplifieramplifier..

AdvantagesAdvantages

The advantages of Complementary symmetry push pull class B amplifier are as follows.The advantages of Complementary symmetry push pull class B amplifier are as follows.

As there is no need of center tapped transformers, the weight and cost are reduced.As there is no need of center tapped transformers, the weight and cost are reduced.

Equal and opposite input signal voltages are not required.Equal and opposite input signal voltages are not required.

DisadvantagesDisadvantages

The disadvantages of Complementary symmetry push pull class B amplifier are as follows.The disadvantages of Complementary symmetry push pull class B amplifier are as follows.

It is difficult to get a pair of transistors (NPN and PNP) that have similar characteristics.It is difficult to get a pair of transistors (NPN and PNP) that have similar characteristics.

We require both positive and negative supply voltages.We require both positive and negative supply voltages.



Class AB and Class C Power AmplifiersClass AB and Class C Power Amplifiers

The class A and class B amplifier so far discussed has got few limitations. Let us now try toThe class A and class B amplifier so far discussed has got few limitations. Let us now try to
combine these two to get a new circuit which would have all the advantages of both class A andcombine these two to get a new circuit which would have all the advantages of both class A and
class B amplifier without their inefficiencies. Before that, let us also go through anotherclass B amplifier without their inefficiencies. Before that, let us also go through another
important problem, called as important problem, called as Cross over distortionCross over distortion, the output of class B encounters with., the output of class B encounters with.

Cross-over DistortionCross-over Distortion

In the push-pull configuration, the two identical transistors get into conduction, one after theIn the push-pull configuration, the two identical transistors get into conduction, one after the
other and the output produced will be the combination of both.other and the output produced will be the combination of both.

When the signal changes or crosses over from one transistor to the other at the zero voltageWhen the signal changes or crosses over from one transistor to the other at the zero voltage
point, it produces an amount of distortion to the output wave shape. For a transistor in order topoint, it produces an amount of distortion to the output wave shape. For a transistor in order to
conduct, the base emitter junction should cross 0.7v, the cut off voltage. The time taken for aconduct, the base emitter junction should cross 0.7v, the cut off voltage. The time taken for a
transistor to get ON from OFF or to get OFF from ON state is called the transistor to get ON from OFF or to get OFF from ON state is called the transition periodtransition period..

At the zero voltage point, the transition period of switching over the transistors from one to theAt the zero voltage point, the transition period of switching over the transistors from one to the
other, has its effect which leads to the instances where both the transistors are OFF at a time.other, has its effect which leads to the instances where both the transistors are OFF at a time.
Such instances can be called as Such instances can be called as Flat spotFlat spot or  or Dead bandDead band on the output wave shape. on the output wave shape.

The above figure clearly shows the cross over distortion which is prominent in the outputThe above figure clearly shows the cross over distortion which is prominent in the output
waveform. This is the main disadvantage. This cross over distortion effect also reduces thewaveform. This is the main disadvantage. This cross over distortion effect also reduces the
overall peak to peak value of the output waveform which in turn reduces the maximum poweroverall peak to peak value of the output waveform which in turn reduces the maximum power
output. This can be more clearly understood through the non-linear characteristic of theoutput. This can be more clearly understood through the non-linear characteristic of the
waveform as shown below.waveform as shown below.



It is understood that this cross-over distortion is less pronounced for large input signals, whereIt is understood that this cross-over distortion is less pronounced for large input signals, where
as it causes severe disturbance for small input signals. This cross over distortion can beas it causes severe disturbance for small input signals. This cross over distortion can be
eliminated if the conduction of the amplifier is more than one half cycle, so that both theeliminated if the conduction of the amplifier is more than one half cycle, so that both the
transistors won’t be OFF at the same time.transistors won’t be OFF at the same time.

This idea leads to the invention of class AB amplifier, which is the combination of both class AThis idea leads to the invention of class AB amplifier, which is the combination of both class A
and class B amplifiers, as discussed below.and class B amplifiers, as discussed below.

Class AB Power AmplifierClass AB Power Amplifier

As the name implies, class AB is a combination of class A and class B type of amplifiers. AsAs the name implies, class AB is a combination of class A and class B type of amplifiers. As
class A has the problem of low efficiency and class B has distortion problem, this class AB isclass A has the problem of low efficiency and class B has distortion problem, this class AB is
emerged to eliminate these two problems, by utilizing the advantages of both the classes.emerged to eliminate these two problems, by utilizing the advantages of both the classes.

The cross over distortion is the problem that occurs when both the transistors are OFF at theThe cross over distortion is the problem that occurs when both the transistors are OFF at the
same instant, during the transition period. In order to eliminate this, the condition has to besame instant, during the transition period. In order to eliminate this, the condition has to be
chosen for more than one half cycle. Hence, the other transistor gets into conduction, before thechosen for more than one half cycle. Hence, the other transistor gets into conduction, before the
operating transistor switches to cut off state. This is achieved only by using class ABoperating transistor switches to cut off state. This is achieved only by using class AB
configuration, as shown in the following circuit diagram.configuration, as shown in the following circuit diagram.



Therefore, in class AB amplifier design, each of the push-pull transistors is conducting forTherefore, in class AB amplifier design, each of the push-pull transistors is conducting for
slightly more than the half cycle of conduction in class B, but much less than the full cycle ofslightly more than the half cycle of conduction in class B, but much less than the full cycle of
conduction of class A.conduction of class A.

The conduction angle of class AB amplifier is somewhere between 180The conduction angle of class AB amplifier is somewhere between 180  to 360 to 360  depending depending
upon the operating point selected. This is understood with the help of below figure.upon the operating point selected. This is understood with the help of below figure.
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The small bias voltage given using diodes DThe small bias voltage given using diodes D  and D and D , as shown in the above figure, helps the, as shown in the above figure, helps the
operating point to be above the cutoff point. Hence the output waveform of class AB results asoperating point to be above the cutoff point. Hence the output waveform of class AB results as
seen in the above figure. The crossover distortion created by class B is overcome by this classseen in the above figure. The crossover distortion created by class B is overcome by this class
AB, as well the inefficiencies of class A and B don’t affect the circuit.AB, as well the inefficiencies of class A and B don’t affect the circuit.

So, the class AB is a good compromise between class A and class B in terms of efficiency andSo, the class AB is a good compromise between class A and class B in terms of efficiency and
linearity having the efficiency reaching about 50% to 60%. The class A, B and AB amplifiers arelinearity having the efficiency reaching about 50% to 60%. The class A, B and AB amplifiers are
called as called as linear amplifierslinear amplifiers because the output signal amplitude and phase are linearly related because the output signal amplitude and phase are linearly related
to the input signal amplitude and phase.to the input signal amplitude and phase.

Class C Power AmplifierClass C Power Amplifier

When the collector current flows for less than half cycle of the input signal, the power amplifier isWhen the collector current flows for less than half cycle of the input signal, the power amplifier is
known as known as class C power amplifierclass C power amplifier..

The efficiency of class C amplifier is high while linearity is poor. The conduction angle for classThe efficiency of class C amplifier is high while linearity is poor. The conduction angle for class
C is less than 180C is less than 180 . It is generally around 90. It is generally around 90 , which means the transistor remains idle for more, which means the transistor remains idle for more
than half of the input signal. So, the output current will be delivered for less time compared tothan half of the input signal. So, the output current will be delivered for less time compared to
the application of input signal.the application of input signal.

The following figure shows the operating point and output of a class C amplifier.The following figure shows the operating point and output of a class C amplifier.
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This kind of biasing gives a much improved efficiency of around 80% to the amplifier, butThis kind of biasing gives a much improved efficiency of around 80% to the amplifier, but
introduces heavy distortion in the output signal. Using the class C amplifier, the pulses producedintroduces heavy distortion in the output signal. Using the class C amplifier, the pulses produced
at its output can be converted to complete sine wave of a particular frequency by using LCat its output can be converted to complete sine wave of a particular frequency by using LC
circuits in its collector circuit.circuits in its collector circuit.



Tuned AmplifiersTuned Amplifiers

The types of amplifiers that we have discussed so far cannot work effectively at radioThe types of amplifiers that we have discussed so far cannot work effectively at radio
frequencies, even though they are good at audio frequencies. Also, the gain of these amplifiersfrequencies, even though they are good at audio frequencies. Also, the gain of these amplifiers
is such that it will not vary according to the frequency of the signal, over a wide range. Thisis such that it will not vary according to the frequency of the signal, over a wide range. This
allows the amplification of the signal equally well over a range of frequencies and does notallows the amplification of the signal equally well over a range of frequencies and does not
permit the selection of particular desired frequency while rejecting the other frequencies.permit the selection of particular desired frequency while rejecting the other frequencies.

So, there occurs a need for a circuit which can select as well as amplify. So, an amplifier circuitSo, there occurs a need for a circuit which can select as well as amplify. So, an amplifier circuit
along with a selection, such as a tuned circuit makes a along with a selection, such as a tuned circuit makes a Tuned amplifierTuned amplifier..

What is a Tuned Amplifier?What is a Tuned Amplifier?

Tuned amplifiers are the amplifiers that are employed for the purpose of Tuned amplifiers are the amplifiers that are employed for the purpose of tuningtuning. Tuning means. Tuning means
selecting. Among a set of frequencies available, if there occurs a need to select a particularselecting. Among a set of frequencies available, if there occurs a need to select a particular
frequency, while rejecting all other frequencies, such a process is called frequency, while rejecting all other frequencies, such a process is called SelectionSelection. This. This
selection is done by using a circuit called as selection is done by using a circuit called as Tuned circuitTuned circuit..

When an amplifier circuit has its load replaced by a tuned circuit, such an amplifier can be calledWhen an amplifier circuit has its load replaced by a tuned circuit, such an amplifier can be called
as a as a Tuned amplifier circuitTuned amplifier circuit. The basic tuned amplifier circuit looks as shown below.. The basic tuned amplifier circuit looks as shown below.



The tuner circuit is nothing but a LC circuit which is also called as The tuner circuit is nothing but a LC circuit which is also called as resonantresonant or  or tank circuittank circuit. It. It
selects the frequency. A tuned circuit is capable of amplifying a signal over a narrow band ofselects the frequency. A tuned circuit is capable of amplifying a signal over a narrow band of
frequencies that are centered at resonant frequency.frequencies that are centered at resonant frequency.

When the reactance of the inductor balances the reactance of the capacitor, in the tuned circuitWhen the reactance of the inductor balances the reactance of the capacitor, in the tuned circuit
at some frequency, such a frequency can be called as at some frequency, such a frequency can be called as resonant frequencyresonant frequency. It is denoted by . It is denoted by ff ..

The formula for resonance isThe formula for resonance is

Types of Tuned CircuitsTypes of Tuned Circuits

A tuned circuit can be Series tuned circuit (Series resonant circuit) or Parallel tuned circuitA tuned circuit can be Series tuned circuit (Series resonant circuit) or Parallel tuned circuit
(parallel resonant circuit) according to the type of its connection to the main circuit.(parallel resonant circuit) according to the type of its connection to the main circuit.

Series Tuned CircuitSeries Tuned Circuit

The inductor and capacitor connected in series make a series tuned circuit, as shown in theThe inductor and capacitor connected in series make a series tuned circuit, as shown in the
following circuit diagram.following circuit diagram.

At resonant frequency, a series resonant circuit offers low impedance which allows high currentAt resonant frequency, a series resonant circuit offers low impedance which allows high current
through it. A series resonant circuit offers increasingly high impedance to the frequencies farthrough it. A series resonant circuit offers increasingly high impedance to the frequencies far
from the resonant frequency.from the resonant frequency.

Parallel Tuned CircuitParallel Tuned Circuit

The inductor and capacitor connected in parallel make a parallel tuned circuit, as shown in theThe inductor and capacitor connected in parallel make a parallel tuned circuit, as shown in the
below figure.below figure.
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At resonant frequency, a parallel resonant circuit offers high impedance which does not allowAt resonant frequency, a parallel resonant circuit offers high impedance which does not allow
high current through it. A parallel resonant circuit offers increasingly low impedance to thehigh current through it. A parallel resonant circuit offers increasingly low impedance to the
frequencies far from the resonant frequency.frequencies far from the resonant frequency.

Characteristics of a Parallel Tuned CircuitCharacteristics of a Parallel Tuned Circuit

The frequency at which parallel resonance occurs (i.e. reactive component of circuit currentThe frequency at which parallel resonance occurs (i.e. reactive component of circuit current
becomes zero) is called the resonant frequency becomes zero) is called the resonant frequency ff . The main characteristics of a tuned circuit. The main characteristics of a tuned circuit
are as follows.are as follows.

ImpedanceImpedance

The ratio of supply voltage to the line current is the impedance of the tuned circuit. ImpedanceThe ratio of supply voltage to the line current is the impedance of the tuned circuit. Impedance
offered by LC circuit is given byoffered by LC circuit is given by

At resonance, the line current increases while the impedance decreases.At resonance, the line current increases while the impedance decreases.

The below figure represents the impedance curve of a parallel resonance circuit.The below figure represents the impedance curve of a parallel resonance circuit.
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Impedance of the circuit decreases for the values above and below the resonant frequency Impedance of the circuit decreases for the values above and below the resonant frequency ff ..
Hence the selection of a particular frequency and rejection of other frequencies is possible.Hence the selection of a particular frequency and rejection of other frequencies is possible.

To obtain an equation for the circuit impedance, let us considerTo obtain an equation for the circuit impedance, let us consider

Line Current Line Current 

Since, Since, 

Therefore, circuit impedance ZTherefore, circuit impedance Z  is obtained as is obtained as

Thus at parallel resonance, the circuit impedance is equal to L/CR.Thus at parallel resonance, the circuit impedance is equal to L/CR.

Circuit CurrentCircuit Current

At parallel resonance, the circuit or line current I is given by the applied voltage divided by theAt parallel resonance, the circuit or line current I is given by the applied voltage divided by the
circuit impedance Zcircuit impedance Z  i.e., i.e.,

Line Current Line Current 

Where Where 

Because ZBecause Z  is very high, the line current I will be very small. is very high, the line current I will be very small.

Quality FactorQuality Factor

For a parallel resonance circuit, the sharpness of the resonance curve determines theFor a parallel resonance circuit, the sharpness of the resonance curve determines the
selectivity. The smaller the resistance of the coil, the sharper the resonant curve will be. Henceselectivity. The smaller the resistance of the coil, the sharper the resonant curve will be. Hence
the inductive reactance and resistance of the coil determine the quality of the tuned circuit.the inductive reactance and resistance of the coil determine the quality of the tuned circuit.
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The ratio of inductive reactance of the coil at resonance to its resistance is known as The ratio of inductive reactance of the coil at resonance to its resistance is known as QualityQuality
factorfactor. It is denoted by . It is denoted by QQ..

The higher the value of Q, the sharper the resonance curve and the better the selectivity will be.The higher the value of Q, the sharper the resonance curve and the better the selectivity will be.

Advantages of Tuned AmplifiersAdvantages of Tuned Amplifiers

The following are the advantages of tuned amplifiers.The following are the advantages of tuned amplifiers.

The usage of reactive components like L and C, minimizes the power loss, whichThe usage of reactive components like L and C, minimizes the power loss, which
makes the tuned amplifiers efficient.makes the tuned amplifiers efficient.

The selectivity and amplification of desired frequency is high, by providing higherThe selectivity and amplification of desired frequency is high, by providing higher
impedance at resonant frequency.impedance at resonant frequency.

A smaller collector supply VCC would do, because of its little resistance in parallelA smaller collector supply VCC would do, because of its little resistance in parallel
tuned circuit.tuned circuit.

It is important to remember that these advantages are not applicable when there is a highIt is important to remember that these advantages are not applicable when there is a high
resistive collector load.resistive collector load.

Frequency Response of Tuned AmplifierFrequency Response of Tuned Amplifier

For an amplifier to be efficient, its gain should be high. This voltage gain depends upon β, inputFor an amplifier to be efficient, its gain should be high. This voltage gain depends upon β, input
impedance and collector load. The collector load in a tuned amplifier is a tuned circuit.impedance and collector load. The collector load in a tuned amplifier is a tuned circuit.

The voltage gain of such an amplifier is given byThe voltage gain of such an amplifier is given by

Voltage gain = Voltage gain = 

Where ZWhere Z  = effective collector load and Z = effective collector load and Z  = input impedance of the amplifier. = input impedance of the amplifier.

The value of ZThe value of Z  depends upon the frequency of the tuned amplifier. As Z depends upon the frequency of the tuned amplifier. As Z  is maximum at is maximum at
resonant frequency, the gain of the amplifier is maximum at this resonant frequency.resonant frequency, the gain of the amplifier is maximum at this resonant frequency.

BandwidthBandwidth

The range of frequencies at which the voltage gain of the tuned amplifier falls to 70.7% of theThe range of frequencies at which the voltage gain of the tuned amplifier falls to 70.7% of the
maximum gain is called its maximum gain is called its BandwidthBandwidth..

The range of frequencies between fThe range of frequencies between f  and f and f  is called as bandwidth of the tuned amplifier. The is called as bandwidth of the tuned amplifier. The
bandwidth of a tuned amplifier depends upon the Q of the LC circuit i.e., upon the sharpness ofbandwidth of a tuned amplifier depends upon the Q of the LC circuit i.e., upon the sharpness of
the frequency response. The value of Q and the bandwidth are inversely proportional.the frequency response. The value of Q and the bandwidth are inversely proportional.

The figure below details the bandwidth and frequency response of the tuned amplifier.The figure below details the bandwidth and frequency response of the tuned amplifier.
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Relation between Q and BandwidthRelation between Q and Bandwidth

The quality factor Q of the bandwidth is defined as the ratio of resonant frequency to bandwidth,The quality factor Q of the bandwidth is defined as the ratio of resonant frequency to bandwidth,
i.e.,i.e.,

In general, a practical circuit has its Q value greater than 10.In general, a practical circuit has its Q value greater than 10.

Under this condition, the resonant frequency at parallel resonance is given byUnder this condition, the resonant frequency at parallel resonance is given by
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Types of Tuned AmplifiersTypes of Tuned Amplifiers

There are two main types of tuned amplifiers. They are −There are two main types of tuned amplifiers. They are −

Single tuned amplifierSingle tuned amplifier

Double tuned amplifierDouble tuned amplifier

Single Tuned AmplifierSingle Tuned Amplifier

An amplifier circuit with a single tuner section being at the collector of the amplifier circuit isAn amplifier circuit with a single tuner section being at the collector of the amplifier circuit is
called as Single tuner amplifier circuit.called as Single tuner amplifier circuit.

ConstructionConstruction

A simple transistor amplifier circuit consisting of a parallel tuned circuit in its collector load,A simple transistor amplifier circuit consisting of a parallel tuned circuit in its collector load,
makes a single tuned amplifier circuit. The values of capacitance and inductance of the tunedmakes a single tuned amplifier circuit. The values of capacitance and inductance of the tuned
circuit are selected such that its resonant frequency is equal to the frequency to be amplified.circuit are selected such that its resonant frequency is equal to the frequency to be amplified.

The following circuit diagram shows a single tuned amplifier circuit.The following circuit diagram shows a single tuned amplifier circuit.

The output can be obtained from the coupling capacitor CThe output can be obtained from the coupling capacitor C  as shown above or from a as shown above or from a
secondary winding placed at L.secondary winding placed at L.

CC



OperationOperation

The high frequency signal that has to be amplified is applied at the input of the amplifier. TheThe high frequency signal that has to be amplified is applied at the input of the amplifier. The
resonant frequency of the parallel tuned circuit is made equal to the frequency of the signalresonant frequency of the parallel tuned circuit is made equal to the frequency of the signal
applied by altering the capacitance value of the capacitor C, in the tuned circuit.applied by altering the capacitance value of the capacitor C, in the tuned circuit.

At this stage, the tuned circuit offers high impedance to the signal frequency, which helps toAt this stage, the tuned circuit offers high impedance to the signal frequency, which helps to
offer high output across the tuned circuit. As high impedance is offered only for the tunedoffer high output across the tuned circuit. As high impedance is offered only for the tuned
frequency, all the other frequencies which get lower impedance are rejected by the tuned circuit.frequency, all the other frequencies which get lower impedance are rejected by the tuned circuit.
Hence the tuned amplifier selects and amplifies the desired frequency signal.Hence the tuned amplifier selects and amplifies the desired frequency signal.

Frequency ResponseFrequency Response

The parallel resonance occurs at resonant frequency fThe parallel resonance occurs at resonant frequency f  when the circuit has a high Q. the when the circuit has a high Q. the
resonant frequency fresonant frequency f  is given by is given by

The following graph shows the frequency response of a single tuned amplifier circuit.The following graph shows the frequency response of a single tuned amplifier circuit.

At resonant frequency fAt resonant frequency f  the impedance of parallel tuned circuit is very high and is purely the impedance of parallel tuned circuit is very high and is purely
resistive. The voltage across Rresistive. The voltage across R  is therefore maximum, when the circuit is tuned to resonant is therefore maximum, when the circuit is tuned to resonant
frequency. Hence the voltage gain is maximum at resonant frequency and drops off above andfrequency. Hence the voltage gain is maximum at resonant frequency and drops off above and
below it. The higher the Q, the narrower will the curve be.below it. The higher the Q, the narrower will the curve be.

Double Tuned AmplifierDouble Tuned Amplifier

An amplifier circuit with a double tuner section being at the collector of the amplifier circuit isAn amplifier circuit with a double tuner section being at the collector of the amplifier circuit is
called as Double tuner amplifier circuit.called as Double tuner amplifier circuit.

ConstructionConstruction
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The construction of double tuned amplifier is understood by having a look at the following figure.The construction of double tuned amplifier is understood by having a look at the following figure.
This circuit consists of two tuned circuits LThis circuit consists of two tuned circuits L CC  and L and L CC  in the collector section of the amplifier. in the collector section of the amplifier.
The signal at the output of the tuned circuit LThe signal at the output of the tuned circuit L CC  is coupled to the other tuned circuit L is coupled to the other tuned circuit L CC
through mutual coupling method. The remaining circuit details are same as in the single tunedthrough mutual coupling method. The remaining circuit details are same as in the single tuned
amplifier circuit, as shown in the following circuit diagram.amplifier circuit, as shown in the following circuit diagram.

OperationOperation

The high frequency signal which has to be amplified is given to the input of the amplifier. TheThe high frequency signal which has to be amplified is given to the input of the amplifier. The
tuning circuit Ltuning circuit L CC  is tuned to the input signal frequency. At this condition, the tuned circuit offers is tuned to the input signal frequency. At this condition, the tuned circuit offers
high reactance to the signal frequency. Consequently, large output appears at the output of thehigh reactance to the signal frequency. Consequently, large output appears at the output of the
tuned circuit Ltuned circuit L CC  which is then coupled to the other tuned circuit L which is then coupled to the other tuned circuit L CC  through mutual induction. through mutual induction.
These double tuned circuits are extensively used for coupling various circuits of radio andThese double tuned circuits are extensively used for coupling various circuits of radio and
television receivers.television receivers.

Frequency Response of Double Tuned AmplifierFrequency Response of Double Tuned Amplifier

The double tuned amplifier has the special feature of The double tuned amplifier has the special feature of couplingcoupling which is important in which is important in
determining the frequency response of the amplifier. The amount of mutual inductance betweendetermining the frequency response of the amplifier. The amount of mutual inductance between
the two tuned circuits states the degree of coupling, which determines the frequency responsethe two tuned circuits states the degree of coupling, which determines the frequency response
of the circuit.of the circuit.

In order to have an idea on the mutual inductance property, let us go through the basic principle.In order to have an idea on the mutual inductance property, let us go through the basic principle.

Mutual InductanceMutual Inductance
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As the current carrying coil produces some magnetic field around it, if another coil is broughtAs the current carrying coil produces some magnetic field around it, if another coil is brought
near this coil, such that it is in the magnetic flux region of the primary, then the varying magneticnear this coil, such that it is in the magnetic flux region of the primary, then the varying magnetic
flux induces an EMF in the second coil. If this first coil is called as flux induces an EMF in the second coil. If this first coil is called as Primary coilPrimary coil, the second one, the second one
can be called as a can be called as a Secondary coilSecondary coil..

When the EMF is induced in the secondary coil due to the varying magnetic field of the primaryWhen the EMF is induced in the secondary coil due to the varying magnetic field of the primary
coil, then such phenomenon is called as the coil, then such phenomenon is called as the Mutual InductanceMutual Inductance..

The figure below gives an idea about this.The figure below gives an idea about this.

The current The current ii  in the figure indicate the source current while  in the figure indicate the source current while ii  indicates the induced current. indicates the induced current.
The flux represents the magnetic flux created around the coil. This spreads to the secondaryThe flux represents the magnetic flux created around the coil. This spreads to the secondary
coil also.coil also.

With the application of voltage, the current With the application of voltage, the current ii  flows and flux gets created. When the current is flows and flux gets created. When the current is
varies the flux gets varied, producing varies the flux gets varied, producing ii  in the secondary coil, due to the Mutual inductance in the secondary coil, due to the Mutual inductance
property.property.

CouplingCoupling

Under the concept of mutual inductance coupling will be as shown in the figure below.Under the concept of mutual inductance coupling will be as shown in the figure below.

When the coils are spaced apart, the flux linkages of primary coil LWhen the coils are spaced apart, the flux linkages of primary coil L  will not link the secondary will not link the secondary
coil Lcoil L . At this condition, the coils are said to have . At this condition, the coils are said to have Loose couplingLoose coupling. The resistance reflected. The resistance reflected
from the secondary coil at this condition is small and the resonance curve will be sharp and thefrom the secondary coil at this condition is small and the resonance curve will be sharp and the
circuit Q is high as shown in the figure below.circuit Q is high as shown in the figure below.
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On the contrary, when the primary and secondary coils are brought close together, they haveOn the contrary, when the primary and secondary coils are brought close together, they have
Tight couplingTight coupling. Under such conditions, the reflected resistance will be large and the circuit Q is. Under such conditions, the reflected resistance will be large and the circuit Q is
lower. Two positions of gain maxima, one above and the other below the resonant frequency arelower. Two positions of gain maxima, one above and the other below the resonant frequency are
obtained.obtained.

Bandwidth of Double Tuned CircuitBandwidth of Double Tuned Circuit

The above figure clearly states that the bandwidth increases with the degree of coupling. TheThe above figure clearly states that the bandwidth increases with the degree of coupling. The
determining factor in a double tuned circuit is not Q but the coupling.determining factor in a double tuned circuit is not Q but the coupling.

We understood that, for a given frequency, the tighter the coupling the greater the bandwidth willWe understood that, for a given frequency, the tighter the coupling the greater the bandwidth will
be.be.

The equation for bandwidth is given asThe equation for bandwidth is given as

Where BWWhere BW  = bandwidth for double tuned circuit, K = coefficient of coupling, and f = bandwidth for double tuned circuit, K = coefficient of coupling, and f  = resonant = resonant
frequency.frequency.

We hope that now you have gained sufficient knowledge regarding the functioning of tunedWe hope that now you have gained sufficient knowledge regarding the functioning of tuned
amplifiers. In the next chapter, we will learn about feedback amplifiers.amplifiers. In the next chapter, we will learn about feedback amplifiers.
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Amplifiers FeedbackAmplifiers Feedback

An amplifier circuit simply increases the signal strength. But while amplifying, it just increasesAn amplifier circuit simply increases the signal strength. But while amplifying, it just increases
the strength of its input signal whether it contains information or some noise along withthe strength of its input signal whether it contains information or some noise along with
information. This noise or some disturbance is introduced in the amplifiers because of theirinformation. This noise or some disturbance is introduced in the amplifiers because of their
strong tendency to introduce strong tendency to introduce humhum due to sudden temperature changes or stray electric and due to sudden temperature changes or stray electric and
magnetic fields. Therefore, every high gain amplifier tends to give noise along with signal in itsmagnetic fields. Therefore, every high gain amplifier tends to give noise along with signal in its
output, which is very undesirable.output, which is very undesirable.

The noise level in the amplifier circuits can be considerably reduced by using The noise level in the amplifier circuits can be considerably reduced by using negativenegative
feedbackfeedback done by injecting a fraction of output in phase opposition to the input signal. done by injecting a fraction of output in phase opposition to the input signal.

Principle of Feedback AmplifierPrinciple of Feedback Amplifier

A feedback amplifier generally consists of two parts. They are the A feedback amplifier generally consists of two parts. They are the amplifieramplifier and the  and the feedbackfeedback
circuitcircuit. The feedback circuit usually consists of resistors. The concept of feedback amplifier can. The feedback circuit usually consists of resistors. The concept of feedback amplifier can
be understood from the following figure.be understood from the following figure.

From the above figure, the gain of the amplifier is represented as A. the gain of the amplifier isFrom the above figure, the gain of the amplifier is represented as A. the gain of the amplifier is
the ratio of output voltage Vthe ratio of output voltage V  to the input voltage V to the input voltage V . the feedback network extracts a voltage V. the feedback network extracts a voltage V
= β V= β V  from the output V from the output V  of the amplifier. of the amplifier.

This voltage is added for positive feedback and subtracted for negative feedback, from theThis voltage is added for positive feedback and subtracted for negative feedback, from the
signal voltage Vsignal voltage V . Now,. Now,

The quantity β = VThe quantity β = V /V/V  is called as feedback ratio or feedback fraction. is called as feedback ratio or feedback fraction.
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Let us consider the case of negative feedback. The output VLet us consider the case of negative feedback. The output V  must be equal to the input voltage must be equal to the input voltage
(V(V  - βV - βV ) multiplied by the gain A of the amplifier.) multiplied by the gain A of the amplifier.

Hence,Hence,

OrOr

OrOr

Therefore,Therefore,

Let ALet A  be the overall gain (gain with the feedback) of the amplifier. This is defined as the ratio of be the overall gain (gain with the feedback) of the amplifier. This is defined as the ratio of
output voltage Voutput voltage V  to the applied signal voltage V to the applied signal voltage V , i.e.,, i.e.,

So, from the above two equations, we can understand that,So, from the above two equations, we can understand that,

The equation of gain of the feedback amplifier, with negative feedback is given byThe equation of gain of the feedback amplifier, with negative feedback is given by

The equation of gain of the feedback amplifier, with positive feedback is given byThe equation of gain of the feedback amplifier, with positive feedback is given by

These are the standard equations to calculate the gain of feedback amplifiers.These are the standard equations to calculate the gain of feedback amplifiers.

Types of FeedbacksTypes of Feedbacks
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The process of injecting a fraction of output energy of some device back to the input is knownThe process of injecting a fraction of output energy of some device back to the input is known
as as FeedbackFeedback. It has been found that feedback is very useful in reducing noise and making the. It has been found that feedback is very useful in reducing noise and making the
amplifier operation stable.amplifier operation stable.

Depending upon whether the feedback signal Depending upon whether the feedback signal aidsaids or  or opposesopposes the input signal, there are two the input signal, there are two
types of feedbacks used.types of feedbacks used.

Positive FeedbackPositive Feedback

The feedback in which the feedback energy i.e., either voltage or current is in phase with theThe feedback in which the feedback energy i.e., either voltage or current is in phase with the
input signal and thus aids it is called as input signal and thus aids it is called as Positive feedbackPositive feedback..

Both the input signal and feedback signal introduces a phase shift of 180Both the input signal and feedback signal introduces a phase shift of 180  thus making a 360 thus making a 360
resultant phase shift around the loop, to be finally in phase with the input signal.resultant phase shift around the loop, to be finally in phase with the input signal.

Though the positive feedback Though the positive feedback increases the gainincreases the gain of the amplifier, it has the disadvantages of the amplifier, it has the disadvantages
such assuch as

Increasing distortionIncreasing distortion

InstabilityInstability

It is because of these disadvantages the positive feedback is not recommended for theIt is because of these disadvantages the positive feedback is not recommended for the
amplifiers. If the positive feedback is sufficiently large, it leads to oscillations, by which oscillatoramplifiers. If the positive feedback is sufficiently large, it leads to oscillations, by which oscillator
circuits are formed. This concept will be discussed in OSCILLATORS tutorial.circuits are formed. This concept will be discussed in OSCILLATORS tutorial.

Negative FeedbackNegative Feedback

The feedback in which the feedback energy i.e., either voltage or current is out of phase with theThe feedback in which the feedback energy i.e., either voltage or current is out of phase with the
input and thus opposes it, is called as input and thus opposes it, is called as negative feedbacknegative feedback..

In negative feedback, the amplifier introduces a phase shift of 180In negative feedback, the amplifier introduces a phase shift of 180  into the circuit while the into the circuit while the
feedback network is so designed that it produces no phase shift or zero phase shift. Thus thefeedback network is so designed that it produces no phase shift or zero phase shift. Thus the
resultant feedback voltage Vresultant feedback voltage V  is 180 is 180  out of phase with the input signal V out of phase with the input signal V ..

Though the Though the gaingain of negative feedback amplifier is  of negative feedback amplifier is reducedreduced, there are many advantages of, there are many advantages of
negative feedback such asnegative feedback such as

Stability of gain is improvedStability of gain is improved

Reduction in distortionReduction in distortion

Reduction in noiseReduction in noise

Increase in input impedanceIncrease in input impedance

Decrease in output impedanceDecrease in output impedance

Increase in the range of uniform applicationIncrease in the range of uniform application

It is because of these advantages negative feedback is frequently employed in amplifiers.It is because of these advantages negative feedback is frequently employed in amplifiers.
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